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City Government
FOR THE MUNICIPAL YEAR ENDING JAN. 31, 1940
MAYOR
PAUL A. DUNDAS
ALDERMEN
Joseph R. Poulin, Chairman; Ward 1, Charles W. Hersey; 
Ward 2, Francis J. Wilson; Ward 3, G. Cecil Goddard; Ward 4, 
Kenneth J. Smith; Ward 5, John S. Barnes; Ward 6, Edmund J. 
Robichaud; Ward 7, Joseph R. Poulin.
CITY CLERK
JEROME G. DAVIAU
COMMON COUNCIL
Arthur J. Baldic, President; Ward 1, Francis J. Gilbert, George
E. Moore; Ward 2, George Gamache, Henry L. Shores; Ward 3, 
Philip J. Ferris, Charles N. Nawfel, Jr.; Ward 4, Arthur R. Austin, 
Adelard J. Nadeau; Ward 5, Warren F. Marcoux, E. William Hucke; 
Ward 6, Leonel Rodrigue, Joseph F. Bosse; Ward 7, Arthur G. 
Baldic, Edward W. Bernier; Charles J. Gilbert, Clerk.
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JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES
« I
-s.
• .
Accounts: Alderman Edmund J. Robichaud, Chairman; Coun­
cilman Arthur G. Baldic, Secretary; Mayor Paul A. Dundas, Alder­
men Goddard, Smith; Councilmen Gamache, Gilbert, Bosse, Austin, 
Nawfel Jr.
Public Buildings: Alderman Francis J. Wilson, Chairman;
Councilman Joseph F. Bosse, Secretary; Mayor Paul A. Dundas; 
Aldermen Barnes, Smith; Councilmen Moore, Bernier, Shores, 
Nadeau, Ferris.
Claims: Alderman Francis J. Wilson, Chairman; Council­
man Leonel Rodrigue, Secretary; Mayor Paul A. Dundas, Alderman 
Barnes, Councilmen Gilbert, Shores, Baldic, Nawfel Jr., Nadeau, 
Ferris.
Finance: Alderman Charles W. Hersey, Chairman; Council­
man George E. Moore, Secretary; Mayor Paul A. Dundas, Alder­
men Robichaud, Goddard, Smith; Councilmen Shores, Bernier, Aus­
tin, Hucke.
Fire: Alderman Joseph R. Poulin, Chairman; Councilman Le­
onel Rodrigue, Secretary; Mayor Paul A. Dundas, Aldermen Wil­
son, Goddard, Barnes; Councilmen Gilbert, Bernier, Austin, Hucke.
Appropriations: Alderman Edmund J. Robichaud, Chairman;
Councilman Joseph F. Bosse, Secretary; Mayor Paul A. Dundas, 
Aldermen Hersey, Goddard, Smith; Councilmen Gamache, Bernier, 
Nawfel Jr., Hucke.
Salaries: Alderman Charles W. Hersey, Chairman; Council­
man Francis J. Gilbert, Secretary; Mayor Paul A. Dundas, Alder­
men Robichaud, Goddard, Smith; Councilmen Shores, Bosse, Aus­
tin, Hucke.
Streets and Sewers: Joseph R. Poulin, Chairman; Council­
man Leonel Rodrigue, Secretary; Mayor Paul A. Dundas, Alder­
men Hersey, Barnes; Councilmen Gamache, Baldic, Marcoux, Fer­
ris, Nawfel Jr.
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Insurance: Alderman Francis J. Wilson, Chairman; Council­
man Leonel Rodrigue, Secretary; Mayor Paul A. Dundas, Alder-
t  ,
man Goddard; Councilmen Moore, Shores, Bernier, Hucke, Mar- 
coux, Nadeau.
Street Lighting: Alderman Edmund J. Robichaud, Chairman;
Councilman Arthur G. Baldic, Secretary; Mayor Paul A. Dundas, 
Alderman Barnes; Councilmen Gamache, Mooire, Bernier, Mar- 
coux, Nawfel Jr., Ferris.
New Streets: Alderman Joseph R. Poulin, Chairman; Council­
man Leonel Rodrigue, Secretary; Mayor Paul A. Dundas, Alder­
men Wilson, Barnes; Councilmen Moore, Shores, Marcoux, Na­
deau, Austin.
Sidewalks: Alderman Charles W. Hersey, Chairman; Council­
man Arthur G. Baldoc, Secretary; Mayor Paul A. Dundas, Alder­
man Smith; Counciimen Gilbert, Gamache, Bosse, Ferris, Nadeau, 
Marcoux.
A irport: Alderman Charles W. Hersey, Chairman; Council­
man Leonel Rodrigue, Secretary; Mayor Paul A. Dundas, Alder­
men Robichaud, Goddard, Smith; Councilmen Gilbert, Baldic, Na­
deau, Hucke.
STANDING COMMITTEES
Licenses: Aldermen Joseph R. Poulin, Chairman; Francis J.
Wilson, Mayor Paul A. Dundas; Aldermen G. Cecil Goddard, Ken­
neth J. Smith.
Pensions: Aldermen Edmund J. Robichaud, Chairman; Charles
W. Hersey; Mayor Paul A. Dundas; Aldermen John S. Barnes, C. 
Cecil Goddard.
Sanitation: Aldermen Francis J. Wilson, Chairman; Charles
W. Hersey; Mayor Paul A. Dundas; Aldermen Kenneth J. Smith, 
John S. Barnes.
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City Officials
Mayor, PAUL A. DUNDAS
Secretary, Ruth L. McDonald
City C le r k _____________________________Jerome G. Daviau
Treasurer and Tax C ollector__________Edward H. Belliveau
Clerk __________________________________ Edmay Raymond
Clerk __________________________________ Verna LaPlante
Purchasing A g e n t _____________________ Albion W. Blake
Clerk __________________________________ Elnora Nickerson
City Solicitor _________________________ Edmund M. Sweeney
Street Commissioner __________________Albert Moore
Assistant Street Commissioner________Edward P. Carey
City E lectrician________________________ Norman Butler
City E n g in e e r_________________________ Harry E. Green
City Physician_________________________ Aaron Cook
Superintendent of B u ria ls_____________ Edward G. Crosby
Auditor ------------------------------------------------ Ernest J. Roderick
ASSESSORS
• " A
Fred W. Merrill, Chairman; S. E. Whitcomb, Ulysses E. Poulin. 
Alice E. Parsons, Clerk.
ASSISTANT ASSESSORS
V
Ward 1, Blanche Spicer; Ward 2, Alice M. Shores; Ward 3, 
Lean Fotter; Ward 4, Jeanette Joseph; Ward 5, Francis J. Poirier; 
Ward 6, Desneiges Saucier; Ward 7, F. Neal Maheu.
MEMBERS OF THE CEMETERY COMMITTEE
V
Freed J. Arnold, Ora Meader, Leon Berry.
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UNDERTAKERS
T. Harold Branch, Edmund F. Longley, Fred L. Conlogue, Na­
poleon Emond, Lemuel D. Ieighton, Wallie J. Roncourt, Arthur 
Austin.
• "V  »
-i,
CULLER OF HOOPS AND STAVES
Vincent B. Toomey
SURVEYORS OF WOOD AND LUMBER
Frank L. Merrick, Carl Green, Roy W. Moore, Gilbert Bourgoin, 
Edward Morin, E. Payson Witham, H. T. Winters, George A. Ran- 
court, John Ware, Pearl G. Butler, Frank Vigue, William A. Jones, 
Philip Rosenthal, Albert LeClair, David Hilton.
MEASURERS OF WOOD AND BARK, WEIGHERS OF COAL,
HAY AND 5CE
F. M. Rand, E. F. Traynor, E. W. Crawford, C. A. Proctor, Wm. 
Ao Traynor, A. W. Reynolds, J. M. LaPlante, Joseph Trueman, R. 
L. Ervin, John A. Davison, Samuel Clark, A. R. Genest, Frank L. 
Merrick, A. A. Dow, Harry R. Aldrich, Edward H. Vigue, Carl 
Green, Arthur Tracey, Wm. A. Jones, Philip Rosenthal, M. W. 
Crosby, N. A. Weymouth, Vilbon Boisvert, Henry Violette, Arthur 
Tulley, Joseph LaLiberte, C. S. Bills, H. A. Wright, Charles P. 
Tully, A. B. Lake, Peter Gagne, Fred Jacobs, A. V. McClain, C. M. 
Ryan, George D. Farnham, L. G. Whipple, W. I. Sterling, Fred L. 
Merrill, Dennis Sweeney, C. D. Mitchell, D. McCormick, George H. 
Simpson, Doris Sterling, Forden Trueman, Guy E. Coro, Frank 
Vashon, Fred Mebne, Pauline Sterling, Alton Libby, Earl Gilbert.
FENCE VIEWERS
Omer Richards, Clifford Morin, James Cote, Sr., Emile Picher, 
Saul Turgeon. Fred P. Weymouth, Paul Jullien, Clifford Rancourt, 
0, M. Ryan, Leslie Harland Durr ell.
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SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
William A. Jones.
INSPECTOR OF VINEGAR, COAL AND BURNING FLUID
R. L. Ervin, John Davison, Norman Mathews, Urban V. Sted- 
man, A. L. Smith.
•  s
INSPECTOR OF PLUMBING
John Fardy.
JUDGE OF MUNICIPAL COURT
Cyril M. Joly.
\
RECORDER OF MUNICIPAL COURT
Arthur B. Levine.
MILK INSPECTOR
Dr. Paul R. Baird.
' i
i
CITY HALL JANITORS
Edward Plourde, Charles LeBiun, Paul Burgess, George Simp­
son.
INSPECTOR OF BUILDINGS 
Napoleon Maheu.
POOR DEPARTMENT
J. Augustus Marshall, Clerk to the Overseers.
William T. Welch, Investigator.
Perley Butler, Foreman Woodyard.
Yvette Doyon, Clerk.
Albert Pooler, Janitor.
Joseph Libby, Laborer Wood Truck.
Herbert Sandy, Laborer Wood Truck.
Napoleon Bisson, Superintendent City Home.
HEALTH OFFICER 
Arthur R. Daviau, M. D. 
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
H. B. Holland Chairman, Dennis Sweeney, Leslie P. Loud. 
Pearl G. Smith, Clerk.
CITY PLANNING BOARD
(Year when term expires given in parentheses)
J. F, Hill, (1940); Ernest Upton, (1941); Herbert C. Libby* 
(1942); Francis Y. Armstrong, (1943) ;  Exerene Flood, (1944).
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PARK COMMISSION
(Year when term expires given in parentheses)
Lewis G. Whipple, (1940); Elmo B. Stevens, (1941); Charles 
B. Vigue, (1942) ;  Meroe Morse. (1941) ;  Marion A. Gilmore, 
(1940).
HAINES CHARITY
•¥
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
(Year when term expires given in parentheses)
Albert F. Drummond, (1940); William A. Knauff, (1941); 
Frank B. Hubbard, (1942); Lewis G, Whipple, (1943); Arthur G. 
Picher, (1944).
RELIEF COMMITTEE
(Year when term expires given in parentheses)
Mary Bechard, (1940); Edna Clark, (1940).
PUBLIC DEBT AMORTIZATION FUND
(Year when term expires given in parentheses)
George G. Averill, (1940); Walter W. Berry, (1941); Carroll N. 
Perkins, (1942).
> : 1
FINANCE COMMISSION
(Year when term expires given in parentheses)
Willard B. Arnold, Chairman, (1940); Leon 0. Tebbetts, 
(1941); Lewis G. Whipple, (1942).
FIRE DEPARTMENT
■n
Grover D. Lovejoy, Chief Engineer; Luke Ivers, First Assistant 
Engineer; Walter McAlary, Sec. Assistant Engineer.
DRIVERS
e
Ralph C. Blunt, Lieutenant; Robert Beane, James J. Campbell, 
Wallace Gullifer, Harry Roux, George Vashon, Anthony Dulac.
HOSE COMPANY NO. 1
j
Ralph E. Gilman, Capt.; Charles Sweet, Lieut.; Errold Gilman, 
Clerk.
HOOK & LADDER COMPANY NO. 1
Edward Pullen, Capt.; Joseph Hall, Lieut.; Francis Wilson, 
Clerk.
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HOSE COMPANY NO. 2 '
John McIntyre, Capt.; Luke Ivers, Lieut.; James Flannery, 
Clerk.
HOSE COMPANY NO. 3
Albert Maheu, Capt.; Philbert Boulette, Lieut.; Alfred Maheu, 
Clerk.
H ose Company No. 4
Napoleon Marshall, Capt.; William Huard, Lieut.; Ernest Mar­
shall, Clerk.
PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUSTEES
(Year when term expires given in parentheses)
Mrs. Edith J. Marr, (1940); E. C. Wardwell, (1940); Ora. A. 
Meader, (1940) ; Miss Exerene Flood, (1940) ; George G. Averill, 
(1940) ; Grace Wells Thompson, (1941) ; A. F. Drummond, (1941); 
Leon. O. Tebhetts, (1941); Charles E. Glover, (1941); Franklin 
W. Johnson, (1942); George D. Hegarty, (1942); E. C. Marriner,
(1942); Miss Florence Dunn, (1942); Mrs. Edward S. Heath,
(1943) ; Carroll N. Perkins, (1943) ; F. Harold Dubord, (1943) ; 
Herbert C. Libby, (1943).
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BOARD OF EDUCATION
(Year when term expires given in parentheses)
Arthur L. Reny, Chairman; C. E. Glover, Secretary; Ward 1, 
Ernest Finnimore, (1942); Ward 2, Richard Segler, (1942); Ward 
3, Cyril M. Joly, (1940); Ward 4, Ernest C. Marriner, (1940); 
Ward 5, James H. Allen, (1941) ; Ward 6, Arthur L. Reny, (1941) ; 
Ward 7, Thomas Page, (1941).
Charles E. Glover, Superintendent of Schools; Bernadette Ray­
mond, Secretary; Elmer E. Twist, Truant Officer.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
BOARD OF POLICE
(Year when term expires given in parentheses)
Eugene H. Winslow, (1940); Leon B. Berry, (1942); Napo-
/
leon Bisson, (1944).
CHIEF OF POLICE
Alfred Poirier.
CAPTAIN
George P. Beckett.
LIEUTENANT
George R. Finnimore.
SERGEANT
Levi B. Leathers.
POLICE MATRON
Etta Daily.
PATROLMEN
I ' ... v
Regulars: Louis Rancourt, Albert E. Roy, Harry Pettie,.
Charles E. Colby, George Maheu, Arthur E. Thibodeau, Perley 
Jacques, J. A. ffm . Cardin.
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Reserves: Luke Ivers, Thomas Ferland, Wilbur Johnson, Ro­
meo, Rancourt, Dona Roberge, J. R. Letourneau, Leo Lessard, Wil­
bur N. Pooler, John D. McIntyre, Maroon Thomas, Ole W. Libby, 
John Berton, Grover D. Lovejoy, Walter McAlary, Willis Cote, 
Stanley H. Karnes, George A. King, Fred D. McAlary.
1
Special Officers: James K. O’Donnell, Fred P. Weymouth, Al­
bert Mayo, Clarence E. Morrell, Dana Parent, Harold P. Davis, 
George Webb, Ernest F. Savage, Wilfred Rancourt, Arthur P. 
Weymouth, Daniel LaFleur, Emile Bourgoin, George H. Simpson, 
Henri P. Rancourt, Charles Wentworth, Philip Bishop, Paul Bur­
gess, Edward Plourde.
WARDENS
Ward 1, Charles B. Fecteau; Ward 2, Joseph E. Gallant; Ward 
3, Edward C. Roundy; Ward 4, Horace P. Daggett; Ward 5, Merle 
McCartney; Ward 6, Alfred P. Butler; Ward 7, Peter E. Carey.
WARD CLERKS
Ward 1, Wilfred A. Goodno; Ward 2, Thomas Winters; Ward 
3, George H. Cressy; Ward 4, Myrtle B. Green; Ward 5, Alice E. 
Parsons; Ward 6, Mary Jane Picard; Ward 7, Georgianna Fortin.
CONSTABLES
Ward 1, Napoleon Bizier; Ward 2, Paul Burgess; Ward 3, Luke 
Ivers; Ward 4, Fred T. Mason; Ward 5, Charles I. Wing; Ward 6, 
Charles G. Butler; Ward 7, J. T. Boulette.
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Mayor’s Report
February 21, 1940
To the Citizens of Waterviile:
,V  •
Herewith is respectfully submitted the report of your Mayor 
for the fiscal year ending January 31, 1940.
The financial standing of the City has been greatly improved 
by the fiscal policy of this administration.
The outstanding note indebtedness has been reduced to $45,000. 
It is entirely with the realm of possibility to eliminate this form 
of City indebtedness during the ensuing year by a continuation 
o f  the present sound financial policy of the present administration.
The rate of interest on bond refunding for the year 1939 was 
at 2 % ; the lowest in the City’s history. Tax anticipation borrow­
ings were effected during the past year at a rate of % of 1 % as 
against 2 % % for  the previous year. An even greater reduction 
in the rate of interest on these tax anticipation borrowings can be 
expected for the coming year.
The addition to the Senior High School, Old Age Assistance, 
an increase in our State and County tax, an increase in Mothers 
Aid Benefits, construction of the new bath house at Kiwanis 
Swimming Pool, caused an additional net expenditure by the City 
o f  $77,353.34 during the past year.
The new Senior High School auditorium-gymnasium, which 
was dedicated on January 12, 1940, deserves special mention in 
that it provides a long needed addition to the educational facili­
ties of our City, The following financial report will show the 
distribution of the cost of this structure.
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AND GYMNASIUM
COST OF WATERVILLE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
General Contract
H. P. Cummings Construction Co.
H. P. Cummings Construction Co. (Extras
$70,670 00 
1,130 54
$71,800' 54
Equipment and Miscellaneous
Floor Chairs
Lockers, Wire Baskets, Etc.
Opera Chairs
Installation of chairs
Tablet
Hardware
Stage Curtains
Installation of curtains
Electrical Fixtures
Window Curtains
Architect
Inspection,' Francis Armstrong
Insurance
Furniture
Advertising
$ 1,986 00 
946 49 
1,250 67 
226 65 
123 60 
560 26 
846 00 
136 00 
1,116 70 
480 00 
3,697 07 
483 00 
182 14 
145 76 
87 29
12,267 63
$84,068 17
APPROPRIATION— City of Waterville $46,200 00
Federal Grant 37,609 49
School Funds 258 68
TOTAL $84,068 17
And now I wish to list briefly what I consider to be the high­
lights of the administrative year 1939.
HIGHLIGHTS
I  . < . ' • « ,  * •
%  • * . ‘ '
1. Short term borrowings at % of 1% .
2. Bond refunding at 2% .
3. Termination of Kennebec Water District litigation.
4. Completion of Senior High School auditorium - gymnasium.
5. Completion of Hayden Brook sewer project.
6. Completion of Abram Brook sewer project from Gold Street
to Redington Street.
7. Completion of Grove Street sewer project.
8. Completion of Ann Street sewer project.
9. Commencement of Nelson-Heights sewer project.
10. Erection of new bath house at Kiwanis Swimming Pool.
11. Erection of storage sheds at Wentworth Court.
12. Resurfacing of Post Office Square from Appleton Street to 
Union Street.
13. Rebuilding of South Water Street.
14. Resurfacing portion of West Temple Street.
15. Resurfacing portion of Water Street.
16. Improvement of Averill Field.
17. Start of reconstruction of 2nd Rangeway road.
18. Participation in campaign to advertise Belgrade Lakes re­
gion.
19. Dedication of Miller Library and Roberts Memorial, Colby 
College.
20. New home construction.
21. New mercantile construction.
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The accomplishments of the past year encourage me to offer
the following recommendations:
RECOMMENDATIONS
. •  . • • . .f - •/’ ; v . {
1. Continuation of present financial policy.
2. Reconstruction of lower Water Street.
3. Start reconstruction o f College Avenue from Union Street 
to Roberts Square.
4. Inaugurate definite sidewalk construction program.
5. Expansion of tar surfacing of roads.
6. Continued cooperation with Colby College in Mayflower Hill 
development.
7. Consideration of employing one full time assessor.
8. Further improvement of Averill Field.
9. Continued efforts to provide Municipal auditorium facilities.
10. Strictest surveillance of welfare situation in the interests of 
economy.
11. Cooperation on Music Festival and other scheduled conven­
tions.
12. Encouragement of new homes and mercantile construction.
13. Continued cooperation in effecting public safety.
14. Continued cooperation with all local organizations in further­
ing civic improvements.
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The City has received substantial assistance from several 
Federal agencies. Notable among which were the contribution of 
PWA towards the construction of the addition to the Senior 
High School and the contribution of WPA in labor payrolls and 
materials. I feel that Waterville as a whole appreciates this aid.
The efforts of the Waterville Kiwanis Club and a contribution 
o f  $1,000 by it in addition to the funds expended by the City 
made possible the new bath house at the Kiwanis Swimming Pool. 
Grateful acknowledgement is made of this splendid cooperation
for civic betterment.
. .
The Mayor is most appreciative of the generous cooperation 
received from the City Government and the department heads.
Even greater progress can be assured in the ensuing year with 
the continuance of such cooperation together with the additional 
interest and assistance of local organizations and the general 
citizenry.
Respectfully submitted,
PAUL A. DUNDAS
Mayor of Waterville
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City Clerk’s Report
•\ • ' . • %*%** •"* • '  •>/'*. i  \
January 31, 1940
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Waterville, Maine
I herewith submit to you the following report, including fees 
collected through my office and paid to the City Treasurer for one 
year ending January 31, 1940.
Licenses for Public C a rs  — $ 85.00
Licenses for Pool and Billiard R o o m s ________________  40.00
Licenses for Circuses and Carnivals__________________  55.00
Licenses for V ictualers________________________________ 44.00
Licenses for F irew orks  ____________________________  34.00
Licenses for Motion Picture Theatres and operators  44.00
Licenses for Sidewalk Gasoline P u m p ________________  15.00
Licenses for Junk D ea lers____________________________  7.00
#
Licenses for Bowling A l le y s __________________________  20.00
Licenses for Hot Dog S tand___________________________  10.00
Licenses for Roller Skating R in k _____________________  10.00
City Licenses co lle c te d   $ 364.00
Licenses for D o g s _____________________________________  686.70
Total co llected _______________________________  $1050.70
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Indexes were made for all records which did not previously have 
an index. Cross-indexes were also made an integral part o f this 
work when possible, such as in the case of deeds, mortgages, and 
contracts wherein the City of Waterville was a party. All records, 
either in book form or otherwise, have been properly labeled in­
suring quicker access to information requested by the public.
I have one recommendation to make which is o f prime im­
portance if the records in the City Clerk’s Office are to be preserved 
in a serviceable state. The services of an expert in bookbinding 
should be obtained to repair the many damaged books now in the 
City Clerk’s Office. The bindings of several large record books are 
broken, through extensive handling by the many people who have 
occasion to use them. Several of these books could not stand 
another year’s use without becoming unserviceable.
r
Respectfully submitted,
JEROME G. DAVIAU
City Clerk
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Report of Health Officer
Waterville, Maine February 5, 1940
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
I hereby submit my report as Health Officer for the year end­
ing December 31, 1939.
In conformity with your request to make our reports as short 
as possible, I shall make no comment about the enclosed charts 
which I believe are self-explanatory.
CAUSES AND NUMBER OF DEATHS FOR THE YEAR 1939
Tuberculosis, pulmonary ___________________________________  1
T. B. Meningitis __________________________________________  1
Cancer of stomach and l iv e r ___________   11
Cancer of other o rg a n s ____________________________________  14
Apoplexy or cerebral hemorrhage__________________________  21
Organic Disease of the h e a r t______________________________  34
Angina Pectoris ____________________________________________ 18
Diseases of the a rte r ie s___________________________________  5
Broncho pneum onia  :______________  5
Lobar pneum onia  '________________________________________  6
Pneumonia not specified___________________________________  1
Appendicitis and complications ____________________________ 3
Chronic nephritis __________________________________________  4
Acute nephritis_____________________________________________  2
Intestinal obstruction _____________________________________  7
Uremia _________________________ — ------------------------------------- 5
Diabetes mellitus __________________________________________  11
Septicimia (not puerperal) _________________________________ 2
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Septicimia puerperal _______________________________________  1
Post partum hemorrhage    2
Measles _______________ 1-------------------------------------------------------  2
Influenza ___________________________________________________  4
Acute enteritis ___________________________   1
Pylerospasm ________________________________________________  1
Intussusception _____________________________________________  1
Atelectasis _________________________________________________  1
Surgical Shock _____________________________________________  3
Trauma by f a l l __________________________________    2
Trauma by machine ____________________     1
Trauma by a u t o _____________________     8
Trauma by earth __________________________________________  -1
Congenital m alform ation___________________________________  1
Premature births ___________________________________________  7
Fracture of skull, accidental________________________________ 1
E m b o lis m   _____________________________________________  2
Trauma by h o r s e _________________________________ -^------------  1
Hodgkin’s disease __________________________________________ 1
Burns, a cc id en ta l --------------------------------------------------   1
Raynaud’s d isease___________________________________________  1
Typhoid f e v e r _______________________________________________ 1
Meningitis (non-specific) __________________________________  1
Gunshot wound (suicidal) __________________________________  1
Cirrhosis of l i v e r ___________________________________________  1
Drowning, a cc iden ta l_______________________________________  2
Drowning, suicidal __________________________ -_______________ 1
Peritonitis ____   1
Suffocation, acciden ta l______________________________________  1
Acute cardiac fa i lu r e _______________________________________  4
Heart block _______ _________________________________________  1
Electrocution, acciden ta l____________________________________ 1
Pyonephritis ________________________________________________  1
Ill-defined cause of d ea th ____________________________________ 18
Total ___________________________________________  22$
As 52 of above deaths occurred in the case of non-residents
in our hospitals, and 4 of our citizens died out o f our city, the
number of Waterville citizens who died in 1939 is 181.
Mortality rate exclusive of non-residents 11.61 per 1000.
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REPORT OF DEATHS ACCORDING TO AGE OF OCCURRENCE,
1939
Less than 1 d a y ------------------------------------------------------------------ 2
One day   _____________________  2
2-6 d a y s ____________________________________________________  3
1 w e e k ______________________   1
2 w e e k s ____________________________________________________  0
1 m on th ____________________________________________________  4
:3-5 months ________________________________________   1
8-12 months ____________________ - _________________________  1
1-5 y e a r s ___________________________________________________  7
5-10 y e a r s ______________________________________________   2
10-20 years ____________________ - ________ -________________  7
20-30 years _______________________________________________  13
30-40 y e a r s ______________________________________________   17
40-50 y e a r s ________________________________________________  16
50-60 y e a r s   _____________________________________________  31
60-70 years ____________________    45
70-80 y e a r s ________________________________________________  50
80-90 years  ___________________________    25
9-0-95 years    1
Total __________________________________________  229
DEATHS BY MONTHS EXCLUDING STILLBIRTHS, 1939
January ____________________________________________________  18
February ____      25
March _____________________________________________________  16
April _______________________      16
May ________________________________________________________  15
June ________________________________________________________  18
July ______________________________   25
A u g u s t_____________________________________________________  23
September ________________________     18
October ____________________________________________________  18
November ____________________________    14
December __________________________________________________  19
Total __________________________________________  229
Stillbirths— Non-Resident, 5; Resident, 5; Total, 10.
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LIVE BIRTHS BY MONTHS, 1939
From From
Resident Mothers Non-resident Mothers Total
January __________________  19 12 31
February _________________  22 13 35
M a rch _____________________ 33 8 41
April _____________________ 17 12 29
May ______________________  24 10 34
June ______________________  19 16 35
July ______________________  27 28 55
A u g u s t___________________  15 18 33
September ________________  22 8 30
October __________________  25 16 41
November ________________  16 15 31
December ________________  18 15 33
Total ___________________ 257 171 438
CAUSES OF DEATHS AMONG INFANTS, 1939
Intussusception ____
Broncho pneumonia
Atelectasis ____
Prematurity____
T. B. Meningitis
Pylerospasm ___
Lobar pneumonia 
Cause ill defined
Total
1
1
Accidental suffocation ____________________________________  1
1
1
1
1
15
Infant deaths— Residents, 10; Non-Residents, 5; Total, 15.
Infant mortality for residents, 38.9 per 1000 births.
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CAUSES OF MATERNAL DEATHS
Post partum hem orrhage___________________________________  2-1
Puerperal septicimia _______________________________________  1
Puerperal hem orrhage  _________  1
Total ___________________________________________  4.
Maternal deaths— Residents, 2; Non-Residents, 2; Total, 4.
Maternal mortality rate for resident mothers, 7.7 per 1000'
births.^
Respectfully submitted,
A  -i *
ARTHUR R. DAVIAU, M. B>
Health Officer
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Department of Public Schools
To the Board of Education:
Gentlemen:
It may not be amiss to briefly state the main purposes of our 
educational system here in Waterville. Our principal aim is to 
maintain a high standard of instruction. To accomplish this, great 
care in the selection of teachers must be exercised. In every in­
stance the individual chosen should be one having a broad educa­
tion, careful training and successful experience: one who, at heart, 
is truly interested in the welfare and progress of children and 
young people in general. These are the important considerations; 
others are relatively unimportant. Subordinate to the principal 
aim, are such matters as school revenues, school buildings, books 
and supplies, and general equipment. These are the things most 
frequently talked about, particularly school revenues. Annually 
the municipal government determines upon an amount of money 
to be devoted to educational purposes. The spending o f this 
money is, by law, placed in the hands of the Board of Education. 
They are charged with the responsibility o f  seeing to it that full 
value is received for every dollar spent. During the fiscal year 
just ended the amount set apart for public schools was $161,500. 
Of this amount $1500 was ear-marked for the salary of a visiting 
teacher. This teacher did not enter upon her duties till Jan. 8 
being paid only for the remainder o f the month. The balance, 
$1,442.31 is returned to the city treasury as a credit to the school 
department according to the law. The total amount spent for all 
school purposes for the fiscal year was $159,461.40. Credits 
amounting to $23,271.15 were received making the net cost of the 
schools to the city $136,190.25 for the year. Ten years ago the 
appropriation was $182,400. During the depression years this 
amount was reduced by $44,400. The only way to meet such a 
drastic reduction was by reducing salaries. This was done, but 
up to date, restoration (which, by the way was promised) has not
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been accomplished. It is true that some reduction was made in 
amounts spent for books and for repairs but the big cut was in 
salaries.
During the lean years since 1933 the number of pupils has 
increased steadily, creating an increased demand for books, sup­
plies, equipment and teaching personnel. The addition of two 
wings to the high school building has added to the overhead there, 
the demand for  free transportation is more and more insistent, 
adding to the cost of conveyance; in fact all along the line oper­
ating costs have taken an upward turn. Yet, in spite o f  these con­
ditions the schools are now operating for $20,900 less than in 
1930, ten years ago. Doubtless there are some ready to argue 
that this is as it should be; that schools cost too much anywayr 
that funds should be diverted for the support of such agencies 
as old-age pensions, relief and other welfare activities. Doubt­
less there are others who really know that there are few public 
institutions so economically managed as are the public schools and 
who cannot agree that it is either good business or good sense to 
take money from their support to maintain other activities in the 
name of democracy.
Coming now to the matter of school buildings the one great 
achievement o f  the year is the building of an addition to the 
senior high school building in the form of a combination auditori­
um and gymnasium. In so far as the contract is concerned this 
new wing is completed and paid for at a cost of $84,000 of which 
amount the city paid $46,200 and the Federal Government $37,800. 
In the fall o f  1938 Mayor Dundas appointed a committee to con­
sider and report on the need o f  an auditorium and gymnasium. 
This committee consisted of Messrs. 'Carroll Perkins, Chairman, 
Leon Tebbetts, Edmond Robichaud, Bryant Hopkins, C. E. Glover. 
On Nov. 29, 1938 this committee reported in favor of the project 
recommending that it be built as an addition to the senior high 
school building. On the same date the City Government author­
ized the Mayor to make application for a Federal grant o f forty- 
five per cent of the amount necessary to finance the project. On 
Dec. 7th application was made through the Public Works Admin­
istration. Notice o f  the grant was received Dec. 16th; bids were 
opened Dec. 23rd and the contract awarded to the H. P. Cum­
mings Co. of Winthrop, Maine. On Dec. 28th the first shovel 
full o f earth was removed, construction thereby being formally 
begun. A “ Building Committee’ consisting o f Mayor Dundas, 
Chairman, C. E. Glover, Secretary, Messrs James Allen, Francis 
Armstrong, Arthur Levine, Arthur Picher, Edmund Robichaud,
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Leon Savage, Edmund Sweeney, George Fred Terry Jr. was ap­
pointed to take charge of -construction and equipment. On Jan. 
12, 1940 the building was formally dedicated with appropriate 
exercises, the dedicatory address being delivered by Hon. F. Harold
Dubord, former Mayor of the city.
The auditorium seats 1330 persons, at full capacity; when set 
up for basketball use it seats 900. The main floor measures 66x 
82 feet. The proscenium arch is 36 feet wide and the stage suf­
ficiently deep to allow for any ordinary dramatic production. 
Dressing rooms, rest rooms, toilets and showers complete the 
picture. The citizens have a right to feel proud of this addition; 
it is another mile-stone marking the progress of the public school 
system.
Our enthusiasm dims appreciably when we come to con­
sider some of our other buildings. Excepting the junior high 
school, the buildings are comparatively old in design and construc­
tion and by reason of minimum repairs for a period of years are in 
none too satisfactory condition. The two wooden buildings are 
of really “ ancient vintage” so old indeed that scarcely anybody 
can remember when they were built. To replace them is out of the
question at present; to repair them seems like throwing money
• • . • ■ . ’ ...
away. In several instances new heating units have been installed 
but connected to the original radiation. This combination does 
not give good results but does add to fuel consumption. It is 
simply a matter of common sense to correct these conditions. To 
make the repairs and alterations that really need to be made noth­
ing less than $7,500 should be set aside for this purpose. This 
figure is no random selection; it results from conservative estimate 
by competent persons.
For a period of years (ten or more) many and frequent 
changes have been made in the philosophy of the elementary 
schools and in the method of presenting the subject matter both 
old and new. During these same years the secondary schools 
have adhered more closely to traditional subjects and methods. 
Progressive secondary schools are beginning to break away from 
their old-time habits and their long-established curricula. They 
are waking up to the fact that their job is to pay more attention 
to the individual needs of those whose school life ends with the 
high school. Concentration of effort on a few purely academic 
subjects no longer prevails in the modern high school. More stress 
is being laid on methods, pupil environment, the guidance and 
counseling of pupils, the activities usually termed extra-curricula. 
A much closer relationship between living and what is being taught
i
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in school is constantly being sought. Unless a school succeeds in 
establishing this relationship it is failing to perform its full duty 
to the great majority who do not go to college. Their need is 
urgent; they must be served. In recognition of this we here in 
Waterville High are gradually re-arranging the program, recon­
structing the course of study and endeavoring, so far as our means 
permit, to more fully serve the individual needs of all our pupils. 
We have no desire to be radical nor do we wish to be found in the 
rear guard.
The relationship between the senior and junior high schools 
under our 6-3-3 plan of organization is so close that any revision 
of courses in the one school makes corresponding changes in the 
other school mandatory. We are therefore right now engaged in 
establishing a closer coordination between these two schools by 
making changes in the program and curriculum at the junior high 
to tie in with those already made and contemplated at the senior' 
high. There is one great weakness in the program of both high 
schools. It is the lack of even a semblance of a worthwhile physical 
education program, also no real opportunity for participation of 
girls in an athletic program. I do not subscribe to inter-scholastic 
athletics for girls but am not opposed to an intra-mural program. 
Until such time as enough money is provided to carry on such 
work it will be conspicuous by its absence. Some equipment in 
the form of suitable apparatus is essential, also the services of an 
instructor for girls. Messrs. Donovan and Violette can handle 
such a program for the boys. If and when the time does come 
when physical education for all and intra-mural athletics for girls 
become a reality they will be valuable only to the degree to which 
they exert a real education influence. There is more to these 
activities than the mere winning of games and a chance for point­
less physical exercise.
Mr. C. E. Glover, Secretary 
The Board of Education
* Vi I t
Waterville, Maine
I herewith submit my annual report for the Senior High School 
for the fiscal year ending January 31, 1940:
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Registration figures for the past five years at the Senior High 
School reveal a steady and substantial increase year by year as
follows:
1936 487 students
1937 527 a
1938 558 u
1939 605 u
1940 654 u
Based on the reports of extensive building' operations this coming' 
year, and on the number of new families who are anxious to make 
Waterville their home, there is very good reason to believe that this 
increase will continue in the future and that the school will grow 
in size proprotionally. It may surprise some readers to learn that 
the building is filled to capacity and that even now we are expe­
riencing conditions often referred to as “ crowded” . Quite a few 
of our class divisions have necessarily been made large in order to 
accommodate the students and the school program with our present 
limited teaching force; in some cases as many as 42 students are 
enrolled in a division in a room with but 35 seats. There are in 
the 16 regular home rooms a total of 551 fixed seats; the so- 
called “ double room” has 70 moveable seats, making a total of 621 
seats in home rooms for students. In order to accommodate all* 
Post Graduate students and some of the Sophomores have been 
assigned to the Domestic Science room for a home room, and they 
use the tables to store books and as work desks. Thees figures are 
submitted in order to show some of the problems which must be 
solved in the future. The following table shows the distribution 
of students by classes and by courses of study:
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College Preparatory Commercial Practical Arts
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
Sophomores
263
34 29 13 65 75 47
Juniors
229
37 29 21 63 51 28
Seniors
148
29 19 4 43 29 24
Post Graduates 
14
9
4 1 4 3 2
Totals 104 78 38 175 158 101
654
•
182 213 259
One year ago at this time the students were much concerned 
over the facilities to be added upon the completion of the Gym- 
nasium-Auditorium; to say that their fondest expectations have 
been fully realized is only a mild way of expressing the gratitude 
of all who are connected with the school. School spirit has im­
proved and our program is now balanced in keeping with modern 
trends and practices; with the installation of gymnasium classes 
next year, our schedule will be well rounded out to meet the in­
dividual needs of boys and girls with respect to physical develop­
ment.
Last spring the student body engaged in a magazine subscrip­
tion campaign and realized a profit of $360. This amount, sup­
plemented by funds from the Nautilus Board and by a gift of $5.00 
from the American Legion Auxiliary, was used to purchase a pro­
jection outfit complete with a sound projector, speaker, 8'xlO' bead­
ed screen, microphone and turntable for records. Visual educa­
tion is much stressed at present and with this equipment, the school 
is in a position to supplement classroom teaching with up-to-date 
and world-wide .topics of interest.
At the beginning of the second semester the latter part of Jan­
uary, the school program was revised to provide an activity period
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in the school' day. Formerly our extra-curricula activities were 
conducted after the close of the school day when students wished 
to go home or to make up work with teachers, so that many of the 
students lost the opportunity to participate in these valuable organ­
izations. Over twenty activities have been given a place in the 
schedule and these are open to all students. The range is so wide 
that every student can find some activity of interest to him and 
these include orchestra, glee clubs, craftwork, debating, public 
speaking, drama, world affairs discussion, consumer-buyer prob­
lems, study of occupations, school publications, etc. In addition 
to these activities, every effort is made to stimulate interest in 
music organizations and we endeavor to continue our athletic pro­
gram on a high plane of ethical standards.
Many favorable comments are received on the excellent appear­
ance of the school buildings and on the spacious school grounds. 
Fortunate, indeed, is the City of WATERVILLE to possess such a mag­
nificent setting for educational effort and achievement and this pos­
session should be a source of civic pride to every inhabitant in the 
city. With careful planning, and with a modest expenditure of 
funds, it is possible to beautify the grounds with evergreen trees 
and shrubs so that the general appearance will be surpassed by no 
other similar institution. Members o f  some of the school activity 
groups have this thought in mind and we hope something definite 
may come of this proposal.
The Senior High School, title to which rests with the City of 
WATERVILLE, is the property of its citizens and as such, should be 
visited and inspected frequently by its mutual owners. A most 
cordial invitation is hereby extended to parents, citizens and 
friends to visit the school at any time and those entrusted with the 
administration will be pleased to welcome visitors and to make 
such visits enjoyable.
I recommend the following matters for consideration for an­
other school year:
Provisions for physical education classes in the Senior High 
School.
An improvement in library facilities in the school.
Repair or replacement of present electric clock and bell sys­
tem.
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Installation of room telephones.
In closing, as spokesman for the Senior High School, I desire 
at this time to offer my personal thanks to the Superintendent of 
Schools, the Board of Education, the administrative officials of the 
City of Waterville, and to the citizens for the generous support 
and cooperation extended this school.
Respectfully submitted,
NORMAN L. MATHEWS
Principal
The following table showing the number of pupils, number of 
teachers and cost per pupil per year in the high schools of the 
other cities in Maine is inserted by request. The figures used are 
for the school year ending last June.
No. of 
Pupils
Auburn 769
Augusta 1026
Bangor 1358
Biddeford 475
Lewiston 1250
Portland 1950
Deering 1350
Presque Isle 750
Sanford 660
So. Portland 1105
Waterville 640
No. of Cost per 
Teachers pupil per
year
29 $79.45
35 68.37
59 84.21
19 70.59
42 83.47
70 91.13
50 89.72
25 70.91
27 77.19
42 74.31
22 60.37
Note. Ours is a 
3 year high school. 
By adding 252 pu­
pils now in the 9th 
grade the total No. 
of high school pupils 
would be 892. The 
cost per pupil would 
be higher than i t #is 
now.
The cost per pupil per year in the junior high school was $48.51 
for the year ending June 1939.
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Mr. C. E. Glover, Superintendent 
The Board of Education:
I herewith submit my annual report for the fiscal year ending 
January 31, 1940:
With 706 pupils registered in September the school has dupli­
cated last year’s enrollment, largest in its history, and the city 
continues to enjoy the distinction of having the largest junior 
high school in the State. A former City Report (1934) states, 
“ A faculty of twenty-three teachers was required to give instruc­
tion to 596 students two years ago.”  Our present faculty numbers 
twenty-three teachers who now serve 706 pupils which represents 
an increase of 110 over the 1932 figure. It may be readily seen 
that there is of necessity considerable overcrowding in classes and 
overloading in teacher schedules with a consequent reduction in 
opportunity for pupils to secure individual help. In the event 
that there is no decrease in registration next September at least 
one more teacher should be added to the faculty.
v. i . ' z i  *
Several innovations, special activities and achievements of the 
past year are briefly chronicled here. One of the more important 
physical changes is the remodeling of the former Automobile 
Room into a class room splendidly suited to its use by the Art De­
partment. This has permitted the establishment of offices for the 
Visiting Teacher, School Physician and School Nurse in what was 
formerly Room Twenty-four. An electric range and an electric 
refrigerator added to the equipment in the Home Economics room 
have served to modernize and improve the efficiency of this de­
partment. The Central Parent Teachers Association has fur­
nished rain coats and hats for the school’s Safety Patrol which is 
an excellent example of their cooperation and interest.
The school has maintained its skating rink again this year but 
because of the increased number of rinks now available and be­
cause of the need for playground space it is doubtful if this project 
will be continued next winter. Through the acquisition of several 
i\ew reference sets our Library facilities have been improved ap­
preciably. Far-reaching in its effect is the new schedule which 
provides an “ Activity Period” during regular school hours each 
morning. Orchestra, Glee Clubs, Bugle and Drum Corps, Drama­
tics and all other special clubs now meet at a time when every 
pupil who so desires may participate. In the past they were obliged
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to stay after school for rehearsals which represented no little sacri­
fice on their part. This change has also removed the conflicts with 
make-up work during the Seventh period which in some instances 
has deprived students of the privilege of belonging to the Or­
chestra or Glee Club. We can now look forward with confidence 
to even greater achievement in these important phases of the 
school's curriculum.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Some minor repairs to the walls and ceilings of corridors and 
several class rooms should be made before more serious damage 
results. The desks in a majority of class rooms should be re­
finished. Aside from these items the building is in excellent con­
dition.
It is perhaps most regrettable that we are not able to make 
the fullest use of the Library. A full-time teacher there would 
contribute much to the school's well-rounded program and at the 
same time tend to lessen the overcrowding previously mentioned.
Suitable equipment is still needed to provide an adequate course 
in physical education. Some new equipment is needed in the 
Shops to replace that which is outmoded.
I wish to express to the Superintendent of Schools, to the mem­
bers of the Board of Education and to the citizens of Waterville 
my appreciation for  their individual and combined efforts to sup­
port and improve the educational facilities of this school.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE W. BUCKNAM 
Principal
During the year necessity arose for  the election of a supervisor 
o f  instrumental music and a visiting teacher. In both cases we 
sought the services of individuals of broad education, special train­
ing and successful experience. All other considerations were 
laid aside. Developments have proved that both selections were
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wisely made, each person selected having already demonstrated a 
high degree of ability. Under the leadership of Dr. Comparetti 
the instrumental units are very definitely making progress. The 
splendid work done by these same units under their former leader 
has been maintained and even greater skill, which is a matter o f 
appreciation, time and practice, is continuously becoming apparent. 
In the case of the visiting teacher results cannot be as glamorous 
as with a uniformed band nor can they become as quickly apparent. 
They are, by the very nature of the work, sometimes long delayed 
following only after persistent, pains-taking and exhaustive study 
of each individual case. Miracles in this type of work simply do 
not happen.
There are several other topics that might well be taken up 
here among them being elementary grades, teaching efficiency, art 
education, school health and hygiene, use of tests and others, but 
space is not available this year. Suffice it to say we believe the 
WATERVILLE schools are on the march forward. Surely the year re­
cently closed has been one of progress; we hope to continue this 
progress during the years ahead. Education to be effective must 
be responsive to the demand of the times. It must not remain 
static.
C. E. GLOVER
Supt. of Schools
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Waterville Public Library
Waterville, Maine, February 1, 1940 
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The Trustees of the Waterville Public Library respectfully 
submit their report for the year ending January 31, 1940.
The report of the librarian sets out in detail the work of the 
library and the progress which has been made during the past year. 
That the library is a source of the greatest help as well as general 
interest to the reading public is manifest by the fact that more 
people than ever are availing themselves of the benefits to be de­
rived from the use of the library.
The Junior Room still continues to maintain its popularity. 
We are glad to report that the story hour has been exceedingly 
well patronized.
The Trustees wish to extend their thanks and appreciation to 
all those who have so generously contributed toward the support 
o f the library, and we are also grateful to the Mayor and City 
Council for their hearty cooperation which indicates their apprecia­
tion of the service which the library has rendered and is attempting 
to render to the community.
The reports of the librarian, treasurer and various committees; 
are appended.
In behalf of the Trustees.
CARROLL N. PERKINS
Vice President
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REPORT OF TREASURER 
OF WATERVILLE PUBLIC LIBRARY
February 1, 1940
Receipts
Appropriation City of W aterville------- $ 6,850 00
Fines and books sold 762 78
Alice Getchell Fund 12 57
Emma Scates Knauff Fund 25 15
Arnold Furbish Fund 20 22
Thayer Fund 834 58
Redington Fund 609 90
Helen L. (Fletcher) Atkins F u n d ____ 25 05
Blaisdell Fund 1,507 87
Mortgage Income 367 50
Children’s Room Gift 50 34
$11,065 96
Balance on hand Feb. 1, 1939 800 08
$11,866 04
Interest Thayer Medical Fund $50 31
Expenditure 43 88
Expenditures
j
Librarian and assistants $ 4,856 12
Janitor 720 00
Fuel 508 18
Lighting 365 74
Supplies 198 58
Books 3,162 81
Periodicals 204 20
Miscellaneous Expense 393 93
Water 2 11
Binding Books 339 13
Maintenance 510 49
$11,261 29
Balance on hand Feb. 1, 1940 ______  604 75
$11,866 04
/INVESTED FUNDS
On deposit in Waterville Savings Bank:
Alice Getchell Fund ___________________________ $ 500 00
Emma Scates KnaufF F u n d   1,000 00
On deposit in First National Bank:
Arnold-Furbish Fund   804 90
On deposit in Federal Trust Co.
Thayer Medical Fund   2,000 00
■V
In Safety Deposit Box
Thayer Fund (14 bonds, 7 shares European &
No. Am. Ry., 10 Pennsy Ry., 25 General 
Electric, 12 Am. Tel. & Tel., 10 Pub. Svc.
N. H. 5% Pfd. stock) Approx. v a lu e   17,321 00
Redington Fund (7 Bonds, 20 shares C. M. P.
Co. l c/c Pfd. and 8 shares Am. Tel. & Tel.)
Approx. value   8,316 00
The Helen L. (Fletcher) Atkins Fund (1 bond)
Approx. value   _______________________  995 00
The Evelyn A. (Fletcher) Gibbs Fund (1 bond)
Approx. value ____________________________  1,000 00
Blaisdell Fund, (4-$100, 3-$500, 20-$1000 bonds,
5 shares Dupont 4 % Pfd., 5 C. M. P. Co.
6% Pfd., 5 C. M. P. Co. 7% Pfd., 50 Gt.
Am. Ins. Co., 20 Am. Tel. & Tel., 40 Con­
sol. Edison, 30 Pennsy. Ry., 19 Europ.
6  No. Am. Ry.) Approx v a lu e ____________  28,752 00
Real Estate Mortgages, face v a lu e ____________  6,060 00
/ Diamonds, approx. value ______________________ 1,100 00
UN-INVESTED FUNDS
Redington Fund ________________________________  133 73
Blaisdell Fund _________________________________  34 22
Thayer Fund __________________________________  274 89
Helen L. (Fletcher) Atkins F u n d ____________  4 80
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Thayer Fund for Medical B o o k s ______________  237 05
IMPOUNDED FUNDS
Arnold-Furbish Fund -------------------- :-----------------  201 23
Thayer Fund for Investm ent_________________  181 45
Thayer Fund for B o o k s ______________________  1801 15
Leonora Thayer F u n d _________________________  49
Checking Account _____________________________  104 72
$ 668 14
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE D. HEGARTY, Treasurer
I have examined the books and accounts of the Treasurer of the 
Waterville Public Library and find them correct. I have also ex­
amined the bonds and mortgages in Safety Deposit Box and find 
them to be in accordance with the Treasurer’ report.
EDWARD H. BELLIVEAU
Waterville City Treasurer
Waterville, Maine, Feb. 1, 1940.
Waterville, Maine, Feb. 1, 1940
• /  
i
To the Trustees of the Waterville Public Library:
*
The Finance and Budget Committee presents for your con­
sideration its annual report for the year ending February 1, 1940 
and its recommendations for the year 1940.
Receipts 1939 $11,065.96
Expenditures 11,261.29
Details of the above will be found in the Treasurer’s report
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Thayer Fund— 2 bonds were called; we purchased 12 shares of 
American Tel. & Tel. stock.
Redington Fund— We received $317.31 from Peoples-Ticonic 
Bank, which was added to this fund. 1 bond was called; we pur­
chased 8 shares Am. Tel. & Tel.
Blaisdell Fund— 2 bonds were called; we purchased 2 Public 
Service Indiana bonds.
Helen L. (Fletcher) Atkins Fund
Evelyn A. (Fletcher) Gibbs Fund— $2000 for establishment 
of these funds was given by William C. Atkins of Medford, Mass. 
as memorials to his wife and her sister, both former residents of* 
Waterville. We purchased two bonds.
We received from the Waterville Woman’s Club (Library and 
Music Department) $50.00 which was expended for a Display 
Case and children’s Books.
Our Budget Estimate for 1940 is as follows:
Librarian ___________________  $ 4,800' 00
Janitor ______________________ 720 00✓ • N> . '
Fuel   500 00
Lighting ____________________  400 00
Supplies   200 00
Books   3,000 00
Periodicals __________________  200 00
Miscellaneous E x p e n s e   400 O'O
Binding B o o k s ______________  150 00
Maintenance   200' 00
$10,570 00
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE D. HEGARTY 
ORA A. MEADER 
ALBERT F. DRUMMOND 
CARROLL N. PERKINS 
FRANKLIN W. JOHNSON
Finance and Budget Committee
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Waterville Public Library, Jan. 31, 194-0 
To the Trustees of the Waterville Public Library:
Two very important measures of a library’s value to the citizens 
are its number of patrons and the circulation of books. Forty 
per cent of the population of the city hold library cards. The 
circulation for the year averaged nineteen volumes per registered 
borrower.
The total circulation of 119,700 is the highest on record. The 
increase was entirely in adult reading and in the circulation of 
pictures. 86,000 books were taken out for home use from the 
adult department which is 400-0 more than were borrowed in 1938; 
33,700 books and pictures circulated from the Junior Room with a 
loss of 1912 juvenile books and a gain of 1945 pictures. Twenty- 
eight per cent of the books read have been non-fiction. The most 
popular class of reading has been literature, comprising drama, 
poetry and essays; biography holds second place with books of 
travel a close rival.
A new registration period began in the adult department on 
May 1st with the result that 3,550 men and women have registered. 
There are 913 new borrowers in the adult department and 301 in 
the Juvenile department which makes an average of four new 
patrons a day.
The large circulation is a guarantee that the books which were 
purchased satisfied the citizens. A few of the books which have 
been in great demand are: Inside Asia; Phelps’ Autobiography; 
Atoms in Action; Best Plays of 1938-1939; Country Lawyer, by 
Bellamy Partridge; and Days of Our Years, by Pierre Van Paassen.
For the last five years the accessions have averaged 1640 vol­
umes per year. This year 1905 have been added: 70-7 non-fiction, 
551 fiction, 552 juvenile books, 68 reference, and 27 medical 
books.
Evidence that the book stock is growing is shown not only by 
the number of books on the shelves but also by the cards in the 
catalog cabinet. It was necessary to add fifteen drawers.
3,800 books have been repaired in the adult department and 
1,550 children’s books. 442 were sent to the bindery.
The picture file contains approximately 3000 pictures. More 
than twice the number of pictures circulated, 6,550, a gain of 
1,945 over the previous year. In addition to pictures taken from 
duplicate copies of the National Geographic, sets of pictures on
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special subjects are available, such as, Desert Life, Indians, Pio­
neer Life, Colonial Times, and Christmas in Everyland.
The Young People’s room is growing in popularity. When this 
room was first given over to the boys and girls of high school age, 
books recommended for outside reading were placed on the shelves. 
Consequently the young people used this room only for compul­
sory reading. Now the collection contains fiction, adventurous 
travel, books of hobbies, scientific books, books on etiquette, bio­
graphies of achievements, sports, and vocations. These books 
serve as an introduction to adult books and a well-balanced cross 
section of them. Gradually the young people found books they 
liked in this room and a place especially for them in the library. 
According to the American Library Association there are only 
twenty-five libraries having a special room for this age group.
The librarian has come in contact with all the boy scouts in 
the city who in the past six months have been working for their 
Reading Merit Badge. Occasionally the books read were not ap­
proved by the librarian. Plans are now underway to correct this 
misunderstanding of the books which will warrant reading credit. 
A book list recommended by the National Director of the Reading 
Program has been sent to the counselors of each troop and a shelf 
in the Junior Room is designated as “ A  Boy Scout Book Shelf.”
Through the kindness of the girl scouts of the city and the 
cooperation of the captains of the troops, books are being taken 
to fifteen people who cannot conveniently come to the library in 
the winter season. Some of the names were obtained from the 
pastors of the local churches. The librarian called on these peo­
ple to find out the kind of books they desired. This service was 
begun on January 12th, 1940.
Much time and thought are spent in planning new ways to 
stimulate an interest in reading and to vitalize the book stock. 
Displays on forty subjects have been arranged in the circulation 
room, dealing with events in Europe, personalities in national and 
world politics, discoveries in science, Byrd’s expedition, the World’s 
Fair and other subjects. When the local Camera Club held an 
exhibit of their pictures in Library Hall books on photography 
were on display.
The influence of motion pictures is felt by the library. Films 
based on books and films with historical background increase the 
interest in reading. Often the movie goer wants to know more
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about the characters and events. This was especially true of 
“ Suez” and “ Livingston.”  Books pertaining to these pictures are 
displayed in the Young People’s room.
Book lists are made and mimeographed as the occasions war­
rant. Several useful lists have been compiled. Among them are 
Recent Scientific Books; Historical Stories for Young People; 
Books for Catholic Readers; Background Readings for American 
History in Fiction; New Religious Books; Books on Photography; 
Vocations; Medical Books.
The weekly column in the Waterville Morning Sentinel tells 
its readers about the library activities and about the new books. 
Short reviews of 161 books have been printed in this column. Ten 
or fifteen reserves on a single title is not an infrequent occurrence. 
1916 books have been reserved, 355 more than in last year.
With the assistance of Mrs. Jennie Page, and the Misses Carrie 
and Amy Phillips the newspapers are being clipped for local and 
Maine history. Classification of this material will be underway 
very soon and it will be placed in the pamphlet file for reference.
The library becomes aware of its many friends through gifts. 
The latest gift received is a book entitled “ Songs of Twilight.” 
It is the autobiography of Mrs. Antonia Sawyer Miner, one of the 
pioneer workers for this library.
Mr. William H. Atkins, a resident here forty years ago, has 
.given forty books, 600 stereoscopic views and a copy of the first 
incandescent lamp made by Thomas Edison.
The late Francis Wheeler left about fifty books for the library 
and the National Geographic magazines for 1938.
Mr. Caleb Lewis donated the first six months o f  the Waterville 
Morning Sentinel for clipping local items.
The Conservation and Garden department of the Waterville 
Woman’s club furnished bouquets of flowers throughout the sum­
mer.
The Library and Music department gave a check for fifty dol­
lars. This money has been used for 25 nice editions of children’s 
books, prizes for the best notebooks in the Nature Club and for a 
display case. This department also gave a book “ Our American 
Music,” in memory of the late Mrs. Marion Marshall.
Other donors to the library include Mrs. E. C. Wardwell, Mr. 
and Mrs. Ora A. Meader, Miss Florence Dunn, Mrs. H. C. Libby,
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Mrs. Harriet Ware, Mrs. Frank Lincoln, Miss Beth Haines, Mrs. 
Kate Snell, Mrs. E. A. Dow, Miss Katherine Boutelle, Mrs. Laura 
Mayo, Mr. Edgar Spiller, and Mrs. Ruth Wood.
Mrs. Wood who published her first book for “children last fall 
was invited to the library one Saturday afternoon to autograph 
her books.
The following eighteen magazines are gifts of local organiza­
tions :
Advance Lion
America
American Builder 
Christian Register 
Colby Alumnus 
Colby Echo 
Columbia 
Commonweal
Messenger
Missionary Herald
National Historical Magazine
National News
Our Sunday Visitor
Rotarian
Union Signal
Independent Woman Zion’s Herald
The staff has endeavored to serve all people kindly and with 
sincerity and to work in harmony with the various community 
agencies and other educational organizations.
The interest and cooperation of the Trustees is greatly ap­
preciated.
Respectfully submitted,
MARY E. TOBEY 
Librarian
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
OF THE ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING
JANUARY 31, 1940
REGISTRATION OF BORROWERS
New borrowers in the adult department — 913
New borrowers in the juvenile department 301
Approximate number of borrow ers----------  6,300
BOOK COLLECTION
Volumes in library February 1, 1939 --------  26,603
Number of books a d d e d _____________  1905
Number of books withdrawn_________  572
Net gain of b o o k s ___________________  1333
Volumes in collection January 31, 1940 — 27,936
CIRCULATION
Adult department:
Fiction _______________________________  61,67-0
Non-fiction __________________________  24,348
Total adult c ircu la tion _________  86,018
Increase over last y e a r _________  4,116
Juvenile department:
Fiction _______________________________  19,547
N on-fiction____________________________ 7,619
Total juvenile c ircu la tion _______ 27,166
Decrease from last y e a r ________  1,912
Circulation of p ictures____________________  ' 6,553
Increase over last y e a r _________  1,945
Total circulation _________________________  119,737
Increase in c ircu la tion_________  4,149
Circulation per c a p ita __________  7.74
Circulation per regist’d borrower 19
Daily a v e ra g e ___________________  394
WATERVILLE, MAINE
Money received from fines, e t c . __________  $868.51
Balance on hand Jan. 13, 1939 __________  19.64
Expenses __________________________________  116.81
Deposits ___________________________________  762.78
Balance on hand Jan. 19, 1940 __________ 8.56
ACCESSIONS CLASSIFIED
Adult Department:
Fiction ________________________________ 551
Biography ________________ 159
Travel ___________________  111
Sociology _________________  81
H is to ry ___________________  80
Literature _______________  69
Useful arts ______________  56
Fine a r t s _________________  54
Natural s c ie n ce s_________  39
P h ilosoph y________________ 23
Religion __________________  22
General w o r k s ____________  12
Language ________________ 1
Non-fiction t o t a l ______________  707
Medical b o o k s _________________  27
Reference b o o k s ______________  68
Total added in adult department
Juvenile Department:
Fiction ________________________  395
N on-fiction_____________________ 157
Total juvenile books added
Total number accessioned
■ j :  • • • v ?  -
$888.15
$888.15
1,358
552
1,905
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CIRCULATION CLASSIFIED
Adult Department:
Fiction _______________________
Literature _______________  3865
Biography _______________  3726
Magazines _______________  3399
Travel ___________________  3304
Useful a r t s ______________  2414
Fine a r t s ________________  2119
Sociology ________________  1467
H istory___________________  1291
Natural s c ie n ce__________  988
P hilosophy_______________  816
Religion __________________ 659
General w o r k s ____________ 205
L an gu age_________________ 95
Non-fiction t o t a l ______________
Total adult circulation___
Juvenile Department:
Fiction ________________________9 • 1 
Non-fiction ___________________
Total juvenile circulation
Circulation o f  P ictures_____________
Total circulation ________
61,670
24,348
86,018
19,547
7,619
27,166
6,553
119,737
JUVENILE DEPARTMENT
The weekly story hours, beginning in November and lasting 
through March, have been held each Saturday. A total of 1033 
children, or an average of 61, attended these story hours. The 
stories of other lands, to supplement the study in the schools, 
proved very popular,. Costumes and articles were kindly loaned 
to us for these programs by people who had travelled in these 
countries, and these articles were displayed in the glass case, 
donated by the Library and Music Department of the Woman’s 
Club. This display case has proved most useful, as valuable ar­
ticles can be safely displayed here. Collections of books on these 
different countries are on display at these programs and are cir­
culated immediately, Mrs. E. H. Risley showed colored motion
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pictures of Norway to an enthusiastic audience during the Nor­
wegian story hour program.
There have been two Winter Reading Clubs and one Nature 
Club during the year, with an average attendance of 22. A priz^ 
for the best nature notebook was given by the Library and Music 
Department. In January a travel club was formed with the slogan 
“ Read for fun.”  It is called “ Gulliver’s Travels Reading Club” 
and the children may read any story of another country or the 
XL S.; fairy tales; biography; poetry or non-fiction.- A large out­
line map on the wall is used to plot with colored pins the child’s 
route as he reads. Each child has a color. The book which he is 
reading at the time is marked by a cut-out ship, which is placed 
on that section of the map which represents the background of the 
book. A large cut-out Gulliver pulls these ships, which are at­
tached by bright cords. Some stills given us by the Haines 
Theatre show Guliver pulling the ships. When a child has read 
five books, he wins a Lilliputian, but he can only win the prince 
and princess after he has won all the other characters.
The cooperation between the school and library is strengthened 
by visits to the schools throughout the year by the children’s li­
brarian. Various reading lists are sent to the schools from time 
to time, and a monthly bulletin is mailed to each school in the 
city, notifying it of the activities and program for the month. 
The mimeographing is done through the kindness of the Senior 
High School. The schools are also given an opportunity to dis­
play school projects at various times throughout the year. Ap­
proximately 200 books are sent weekly to the schools, and 6500 
pictures were sent this last year to supplement their class work.
A Junior High group of 200 pupils were given a talk by Miss 
Sage on the use of reference books in the library.
For our Book Week observance, following the slogan “ Books 
around the World,”  a globe of the world, surmounted a display 
of new books of other lands. A contemporary illustrators* display 
with illustrations from their works and annotations completed this 
colorful exhibit. In the Children’s Corridor were hung displays 
from the schools, which consisted of illustrated book reports, book 
jackets, and scenes and characters from favorite books. A popu­
lar feature of the program was a Favorite Book Contest for 
parents and children. The high light of the week was the story 
of “ Oscar”  told by Mrs. Ruth Wood, the author. A reception for 
Mrs. Wood followed in the afternoon.
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There have been appropriate book displays throughout the year, 
and a special feature for this year is a Birthday Bulletin Board, 
noting the birthdays of famous authors and displaying their books 
with their portrait and other material.
We are indebted to the Library and Music Department for the 
twenty-five fine editions and the beautiful creche, which was at­
tractively displayed in the new glass case, and caused much favor­
able comment during the Christmas holidays.
In spite of the many activities there has been a slight decrease 
in the ciruculation, no doubt caused by fewer children registering 
during the year. However, we cannot measure numerically the 
effect of the library program on the life of the child. We hope 
that we have made each individual child feel that he is important 
to us, and that we are his friends, and stand ever ready to guide
him in this most important stage of his life,
%
We wish to thank the Children’s Room Committee for their 
continued interest and cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
*1
MILDRED L. SAGE
Children’s Librarian
COMMITTEE ON BUILDING AND GROUNDS
January 31, 1940
To the Board of Trustees of the Waterville Public Library:
We herewith submit our report for the year ending January
31, 1940.
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All bills for  maintenance, repairs, etc. on the library building 
and grounds have been approved and presented to the treasurer 
for payment.
During the year, quite a substantial amount has been expended 
in needed improvements, consisting of the resetting o f the granite 
steps; new concrete sidewalk from the street to the entrance o f  
the library, at an expenditure of around $400.00.
During the coming year the committee would recommend that 
the sash and trimmings be painted, and a few necessary repairs 
are needed in the interior.
Your commitee wishes to express their thanks for the coopera­
tion of the Finance Committee during the year which has just 
closed.
i
Respectfully submitted,
LEON 0. TEBBETTS 
FRANKLIN W. JOHNSON
F. HAROLD DUBORD
Waterville, Maine, February 1, 1940 
To the Trustees of the Waterville Public Library:
The report of the librarian for the past year shows an increase 
in the use of the library by both adults and juveniles. This is, o f  
course, most gratifying both to the trustees and the various com­
mittees.
During the year your committee has purchased 1905 new 
books. These were divided as follows: 707 non-fiction; 551 fiction; 
552 juvenile books; 68 books of reference and 27 medical books.
Your committee has, as in former years, attended to the re­
pair and rebuilding of necessary books in order that all volumes 
might be kept in the best possible condition.
The Book Committee expresses its thanks to all donors who 
have made gifts during the year. We hope to merit the con-
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tinued interest of these friends. We also express our apprecia­
tion and thanks to the members of the City Government for their 
cooperation and support during the year just ended.
/
Respectfully submitted,
CARROLL N. PERKINS 
HERBERT C. LIBBY 
CHARLES E. GLOVER 
FRANKLIN W. JOHNSON 
FLORENCE E. DUNN 
1 MARY S. HEATH
EXERENE L. FLOOD 
EDITH J. MARR 
GRACE W. THOMPSON
Book Committee
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Report of City Physician
February 10, 1940 
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
/
As City Physician I hereby submit the report as of January 
31, 1940.
There have been many house calls and office calls, and every 
effort has been made to furnish prompt medical attention.
I wish to extend my appreciation to Mr. Augustus Marshall 
and his assistants for  their excellent cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
A. COOK, M. D.
City Physician
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Report of Milk Inspector
To the Hon. Mayor and City Council I hereby submit my report 
as Milk Inspector for the year ending Jan. 31, 1940:
. i. •
No. retail milk men ________________________  30
No. pasteurizing p la n ts______________________ 3
No. producing grade A pasteurized_________  1
No. milk samples analysed  _____________________ 324
No. cream samples analysed_________________ 180
No. found below standard___________________  12
No. applications for licenses r e fu s e d _______  4
Approx. No. quarts milk sold d a i ly _________  7600
Approx. No. quarts cream sold d a ily_________  180
New milk rooms built during the y e a r _______ 6
Fourteen herds supplying milk to the Waterville market are 
now free or in process of eradication of Bangs disease.
The bacteria count while in some instances was too high, the 
owner so involved has always been ready to cooperate with the 
inspector in finding the cause.
%
The condition of our milk and cream supply is second to only 
one other market in the State.
Signed,
P. R. BAIRD, V. S.
Inspector
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Report of Fire Department
January 31, 1940 
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
I hereby submit the following1 report of the Fire Department 
for the year ending January 31, 1940.
BOARD OF ENGINEERS
Grover D. Lovejoy, Chief Engineer; Luke Ivers, First Assistant 
Engineer; Walter McAlary, Second Assistant Engineer.
DRIVERS
Ralph C. Blunt, Lieutenant; Robert Beane, James J. Campbell, 
Wallace Gullifer, Harry Roux, George Vashon, Anthony Dulac.
HOSE COMPANY NO. 1
Ralph Gilman, Captain; Charles Sweet, Lieutenant; Errold 
Gilman, Clerk; Silas' Dickinson, Frank Donna, Urban Stedman, 
Adelbert Carter, Bernard Poulin, Bernard Larsen, Arthur Austin, 
William Rogers, Stanley Karnes, Privates; Rufus Page, Gilbert 
Karnes, Substitutes.
HOOK AND LADDER COMPANY NO. 1
Edward Pullen, Captain; Joseph Hall, L/ieutenant; Francis 
Wilson, Clerk; Dona Roberge, Joseph Jones, William Mingo, Ar­
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thur St. Peter, Edward Brown, Thomas Ferland, Arthur Bolduc, 
Norman Parker, Leo Lessard, John Raymond, Leo Campbell, Al­
exander Loisel, Privates.
HOSE COMPANY NO. 2
John McIntyre, Capt.; Luke Ivers, Lieutenant; James Flan­
nery, Clerk; Raymond Spear, Harry Pooler, Alfred Meunier, Ed-
*
win Pooler, Harold Milton, Edward Bellivau, Anthony Meunier, 
Harriman Pooler, Emile Bulger, Walter Pearl, Joseph LeClair, Nor­
man Ivers, Privates.
HOSE COMPANY NO. 3
Albert Maheu, Captain; Philebet Boulette, Lieutenant; Alfred 
Maheu, Clerk; Trefley Boulette, Omar Pooler, Vedal Gagnon, Max­
ine Sinclair, Harry Vashon, Omar Vashon, Franklin Pooler, Pri­
vates; Robert Pooler, Vernal Vashon, Substitutes.
HOSE COMPANY NO. 4
Napoleon Marshall, Captain; William Huard, Lieutenant; Ernest 
Marshall, Clerk; John Trainor, Arthur Norman, Aquila Bushey, 
Augustus Marshall, Ernest Pooler, Albert Roderick, Albert Morin, 
Privates; George Lacombe, Bertrand Marshall, Substitutes.
APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT
One Seagrave Pumping Engine; one Mack Pumping Engine;, 
one Stutz Ladder Truck; one Pierce-Arrow Hose Truck; one 
White Hose Truck; one Dodge Truck with Lighting Plant; one 
Buick Sedan; one horse-drawn Steam Engine; one horse-drawn 
Ladder Truck.
HOSE
1,000 feet of new hose was purchased during the past year. 
The department now has on hand 14,250 feet of 2% inch hose* 
100 feet of IV2 inch hose and 800 feet of chemical or booster hose.
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REPAIRS TO HOUSES
No major repairs were attempted this past year as our appropri­
ation would not warrant it so only minor repairs were made.
FIRE ALARMS
The department answered 492 calls, 336 telephone, 122 box, 
14 personal, 16 sprinkler, 3 second alarms, 2 third alarms, using 
211 booster streams, 2 sprinkler systems, 118 chemical streams, 
31 hydrant and 4 engine streams, besides 42,950 feet hose, 7,706 
feet ladder, 585 gallons chemical, 4 hours and 55 minutes pumping 
time.
APPROPRIATION
The fire department was appropriated $24,000.00 this past year 
and our expenditures were $23,996.33 leaving a balance of $3.67. 
Once again we have lived within our appropriation.
RECOMMENDATIONS
My recommendations have not been seriously considered up to 
the present time therefore I am submitting them again.
1. That a new two door station be built to replace the one that 
is located on Ticonic Street. There is no foundation under the 
present house and the building in general is in a bad condition.
2. That the Central Station be sprinkled.
3. That the two Platoon system be adopted to increase the 
efficiency of the fire department.
Respectfully submitted,
GROVER D. LOVEJOY
Chief Engineer
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Support of Poor
February 12, 1940
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen:
I herewith submit my report as Clerk to the Overseers of the 
Poor for the year ending January 31, 194*0.
I have endeavored to perform the duties of this office to the 
best of my ability.
tl * ' •
This department is of great concern to all the taxpayers of 
this City, and I have kept in mind, all the time, that, after all, it 
was their money that I was spending. The expenses for the past 
year was $6,355.00 less than the previous year and, although we 
did our best, the appropriation was overdrawn.
I realize that this department is subject to much criticism. 
Unjust criticism has been overlooked and just criticism has been 
appreciated. We 'have trjed to use all cases according to their 
merits. We have had more or less trouble with cases of outside 
cities and towns and state cases. They seem to think that be­
cause they are not Waterville cases, they should get more. In 
other words, they think they are in a preferred class.
In dealing with some families, we are subject to more or less 
abuse, and sometimes these cases have to be dealt with sternly. 
Our worst problem is the lack of responsibility and moral charac­
ter of some of the heads of families with which we have to deal. 
We regret to say that some of them are absolutely hopeless.
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Although we have, at times, been thoroughly disgusted with 
the more hopeless cases, we have maintained an interest in the 
children, because, after all, children are not responsible for the 
habits of their parents.
During the past year, we have been obliged to have several 
heads of families committed to jail for failure to provide for their 
families. Cases o f this type are increasing and are getting to be 
a menace to the community.
Many of our people who receive aid are decent and through 
no fault of their own have been obliged to come to us for help. 
Unfortunately, many others seem to think the world owes them a 
living and in this class, we see human nature at its worst.
I wish, at this time, to pay tribute to Dr. Aaron Cook, our 
city physician, for his untiring efforts and cooperation during the 
past year. His work has certainly been commendable and I con­
sider it a great privilege to have been able to work with him.
The relief problem is the Number 1 problem of this city, and 
until such time as the unemployment situation is cleared up, it will 
continue to be so. The W. P. A. Projects in this city have been 
a very great help to this department. Without them, the expense 
to this department would be staggering.
The expenditures of this department are governed by condi­
tions. When people have been out of work for some time and 
their credit is exhausted, there is only one way out, the Poor De­
partment. There was a ruling made in this department some few  
weeks past that all able bodied men receiving help should be obliged 
to work for what help they receive. We have tried to enforce 
this ruling as far as it was humanly possible to do so. There are 
some people who try to make this an employment office instead 
of a Pauper Department, but they have not been very successful.
Another serious problem is the man over forty years of age, 
whom it seems, cannot get employment. It is a sad condition as 
most of them are honest and upright men and would work if they 
had a chance.
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I want to take this opportunity to express my appreciation and 
thanks to William Welch and Ruth Bushey for the way they have 
cooperated and helped me during* the past year. Also, Mr. and 
Mrs. Napoleon Bisson for the splendid work they have done at the 
City Home.
In closing, I wish to express my sincere thanks to the Mayor 
and Board of Aldermen for their wonderful cooperation and ad­
vice during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
J. AUGUSTUS MARSHALL, Clerk
Overseers of the Poor
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WATERVILLE POOR DEPARTMENT 
STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES AND RECEIPTS AS OF
J A N U A R Y  31, 1940
Clothing” ____________s ________________ $ 2,864 35
Com m issary  12,107 34
Wood   4,744 37
Boards, Rents and Cash S u pports   18,879 39
Medical and Hospital E xpenses  6,398 44
Salary, Payrolls, and Adm. Expenses 10,343 87
Truck and Car E xpenses  1,045 44
Funerals   634 00
Cities and Towns— Outside P o o r   3,700 12
City H o m e  1  2,041 80
Fuel Oil _____________________________  1,003 50
Household Goods ____________________  296 40'
Woodyard   8 10
Groceries and M ilk     7,550 72
Telephone   211 80
Electric L igh ts________________________  317 53
Water _________________________________ 58 37
Repair of S h oes_______________________  47 35
Transportation Charges and Moving
F a m ilies__________________________ 94 43
Express charges on Surplus Commod’s 190 57
Sundry Expenses _____________________ 199 05
$72,736 94
Receipts ______________________________  7,688 82
65,048 12
Due from State and Outside Cities and
Towns   2,323 02
Net Cost to C i t y _________ 62,725 10
Appropriation ________________________  55,000 00
an i x , ...... . ■ ■« n i '■ i i  ■ ■■ —
Overdraft ____________________________  $ 7,725 10‘
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CITY HOME EXPENSES
Salary ___________________ :  $900 00
Repairs and R enew als_______________  118 66
Livestock and E quipm ent____________ 299 30
Medical   1 74
Sundry _______________________________  10 87
Lights, Water and Telephone________  155 70
Groceries _____________________________  380 03
Fuel __________________________________ 175 50
Total Expenditures for the City Home
Total Receipts _______________________ 371 07
2,041 80
Net Cost for the year ending January 
31,1940 _________________________ $ 1,670 73
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Street Commissioner’s Report
February 9, 1940
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of Wa­
terville :
Gentlemen:
I herewith submit my report as Commissioner of Street and 
Sewers for the year ending January 31, 1940.
STREETS AND SIDEWALKS
In early spring the streets were in very poor condition. This 
condition will exist on some of the streets until the city purchases 
a gas shovel which will enable the department to remove the clay 
pots that are now hidden under many of our streets.
Due to a very dry spring it was necessary to sweep every 
street twice. Streets in the business section were washed three 
times. During the summer months two men were hired to sweep 
the business section and Water Street at night.
The department carried out an extensive ditching program 
this year. Many of the ditches were full of old gravel and dirt 
which has been collecting for a period of years. Several hundred 
driveway culverts were cleaned and some culverts were removed.
Due to several costly repairs that would have had to be done 
on the old stable it was decided to take it down and use the lumber 
to build a sand shed which has been needed for several years and 
a storage shed where the equipment can be housed.
The sand shed is 100'x50'' and has a capacity of 2000 yards 
of sand. The storage shed is 80'x40'. In the east end of this shed 
a room has been partitioned o ff ; this is used to house the horses
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during the winter. This work has all been done by the (NYA)
National Youth Administration.
Every piece of equipment has been overhauled and put in good 
running order. All of the snow plows have been painted inelud­
ing the Lombard tractor. The two Cleartrac tractors have also 
been painted.
Only one new street v'as constructed during the year of 1939. 
This being Gilmore Street running back from lower Silver Street 
toward Summer Street for a distance of 24Oh This is a gravel 
street with a gravel sidewalk on either side.
Several gravel sidewalks have been repaired and four new 
gravel walks have been built.
SURFACE TREATMENT
The tar was not put on this year until the frost was all out of 
the ground and roads were thoroughly dry. Sixe carloads of tar 
were used as was so the previous year. Eleven new streets were 
tarred this year including College Ave. from the lower crossing 
to the Elmwood Hotel which was in very poor condition.
Forty-seven streets wrere given chloride treatment.
THIRD CLASS HIGHWAY
By means of Third Class Highway money South Water Street 
was reconstructed this year. The street for a distance o f 1200' 
was dug up by means of a gas shovel and a gravel base of 18" was 
laid with a 4" gravel surface. At the same time the road was un­
der construction a gravel sidewalk was being built on the West 
side of the street. When this work was completed a heavy coat­
ing of tar was applied to the street, ditch and sidewalk.
STATE AID HIGHWAY
Warren Brothers Road Company of Boston, Mass. was awarded 
the contract to resurface three sections; namely Post Office Square 
from Appleton Street to Union Street, Water Street from Lock­
wood storehouse to top of hill 750'. Temple Street over electric 
car tracks from Main Street to Silver Street.
■ y
SEWER MAINTENANCE
This year two and sometimes four men were employed to clean 
the catch-basins and then one of the city trucks was used to pick 
up the dirt. After a heavy rain storm it is necessary to clean
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some of the basins due to loose gravel washing in-from the sides 
of the streets and ditches. At the present time there are over a 
thousand catchbasins in the city.
Several of the sewers are constructed in such a manner that 
they become clogged very easily. Therefore, every year these 
sewers have to be washed with a fire hose. The sewer crew is on 
call 24 hours a day. Occasionally this crew works all night to free 
a sewer.
Four hundred ninety-four feet of old sewer pipe has been 
taken up and relaid with new in various places in the city.
Fourteen new catch-basins and nine new manholes were built 
and several old manholes were retopped.
NEW SEWERS
The east branch of Hayden Brook sewer was extended north­
erly across Columbia Road with segement block. An 8" sewer 
was laid from Hayden Brook sewer to Hazelwood Avenue, a dis- 
stance of 300'. This was done to abate a nuisance which existed 
at the Rogers home. The west branch of Hayden Brook was re­
paired to a certain extent. This work was carried on with W. P. 
A. labor.
Grove Street sewer was completed this year with a total of 
1400' of 15" pipe being used.
Ann Street sewer was completed with a total of 1000' of 8"
and 10" pipe. This work was started last year.
Abram Brook Relief Sewer has been constructed this year with 
a total of 1208' of 18" pipe. All of the above work has been car­
ried on with W. P. A. labor.
Work has started on the Nelson Heights sewer project. This
job will take approximately one year to complete.
Two new sewers have been laid on Gilmore Street and Silver
Mount taking 540' of 8" pipe. The material for  the two sewers
was furnished by the Dr. Poulin Estate./
During the construction of the new bath house at the swim- 
ming pool 75' of 6" sewer was laid.
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COUNTRY ROADS AND BRIDGES
Much work has been done on the country road this year. 
Many of the ditches have been cleaned and widened. The Rome 
grader has been used on all the roads several times. In early 
spring the bad holes caused by frost were patched with gravel.
The bushes and grass on all country, State aid and State roads 
in the city has been cut. A new mowing machine which can be 
attached to the International tractor was purchased and does very 
good work cutting the grass and bushes.
SNOW AND ICE
This year we have not had a heavy fall of snow but after every 
storm it has been necessary to sand both streets and sidewalks. 
We have tried very hard to sand the principal streets and side­
walks before the people start for work in the morning. We have 
used over 3000 yards of sand to take care of the icy condition.
The department purchased a new 3% ton truck and plow this 
winter. This piece of equipment was very much needed for both 
snow and street work. Two new sand spreaders have been bought 
this year and have been used almost continuously since their pur­
chase. Now that the city has contracted to plow and sand the 
airport the spreaders are more than useful as this work could not 
have been done by hand.
Two hundred yards of sand was stored at the airport in the fall 
and to date there is only approximately 50 to 75 yards left.
Because of so much money being spent last year on this year’s 
appropriation, due to the heavy storms, it has been necessary to 
overdraw on this account. December 1, 1939 we had but $899.25 
balance on which to remove the snow the remainder of the winter.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. That College Avenue from the Elmwood Hotel to the first 
Railroad Crossing be reconstructed.
2. That Water Street from the present concrete section to 
Grove Street belowerecl and properly, paved.
3. That the County Road from the Alms House to the Fairfield 
town line be treated with tar.
4. That the City purchase a gas shovel.
5. Temple Street from Front Street to Main Street be either 
reconstructed or retopped.
6 That a concrete sidewalk be built on College Avenue from 
Union Street to Sisters Hospital.
7. That a new bridge be constructed on Western Avenue over 
Messalonskee Stream.
IN CONCLUSION
I wish to thank the Honorable Mayor and members of the City 
Council for their fine cooperation during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
t'
ALBERT E. MOORE
Street Commissioner
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Report of Inspector of Buildings
/
Permits issued during the current year of 1939.
Type of Project Name and Street Cost
January
New Building, Mrs. Flora E. Davis, Charles Street $ 4,000
New Gymnasium, City of Waterville, Gilman Street 70,600
New Garage, Edward Bechard, High Street 500
Remodel House, Mr. Evans E. Bechard, School Street 3,000
New Sign, Wat. Poster Adv., Oakland Road 200
New Sign, Wat. Poster Adv., Front Street 200
New Sign, Wat. Poster Adv., Front Street 200
Remodel House, Nozana Begin, King Street 300
February— None 
March
New Garage, Mr. Hugh Hight, College Ave. 1,000
Remodel Store, James Athanus, Main Street 1,000
Remodel Store, Mr. B. Kroot, Main Street 500-
Remodel House, Arthur Butler, School Street l,500j
New Nurses Home, Sisters of Charity, Hazelwood Street 11,'000'
April
Addition, George Frappier, South Grove Street 150
Remodel Theatre, Louis Gordon, Silver Street 2000
Remodel Hotel, Elmwood Hotel, College Ave. 4000
Remodel House, John Raymond, Nudd Street 1100
Addition, Belevedere Hotel Corp., Water Street 6000
Remodel House, Romeo H. Rancourt, Bushey Lane 50
Remodel Store, Fred Bolduc, Water Street 300
Remodel House, Peter Tonji, Oakland Street 50
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Addition, Joseph J. Trembly, Cool Street 60
Remodel Store, Waterville Steam Laundry, Main Street 500
New Garage, Vildebon Bovert, Temple Street 400
Addition, Henry Woodford, Harold Street 500
New House, Eastman Webber, Silver Street 4300
May
Addition, Lucien Bechard, Silver Street 50
Enlarge New House, Lloyd Varney, High Street 40
Addition, Elmer Cote, Brook Street 150
Remodel House, Dr. A. H. McQuillan, Dalton Street 1400
Addition, Dr. N. Bisson, Silver Street 185
New Garage, H. N. Jennings, Donald Street 175
Addition, Frank Cameron, Canabas Ave. 150
Remodel House, Mrs. White, Western Ave. 9-00
Remodel House, Napoleon Bizier, Canabas Ave. 175
Remodel Garage, Michaud Filling Station, Temple Street 400
Remodel House, Donat LeFebre, Front Street 150
Remodel House, Bradford Dyer, Western Ave. 2600
Addition, Edison Webster, High Street 100
New Shed, Romeo H. Rancourt, Bushey Lane 300
New Garage, Charles H. Thompson, Greenwood Street . 250
Addition, Reynold Burgess, Water Street 180
New House, Maxemilien Melanson, Sherwin Street 9500
5 *
Jp
June
New House, Albert Munsen, Summer Street 5500
New House, Edmond Cyr, Kimble Street 5500
New Library, Colby College, Mayflower Hill 200,000
New Dormitory, Colby College, Mayflower Hill 120,000
Woman’s Social Center, Colby College, Mayflower Hill 80,000 
New^  Store, Frank Pelletier, Water Street 400
Newr House, Walter J. Gilbert, Summer Street 44-00
New House, Walter J. Gilbert, Summer Street 4800
Remodel House, Henry Jobber, Center Street 700
New House, Ernest Drouin, Rideout Street 1500
Remodel Store, Steve Datsis, Front Street 250
New Lunch Stand, Mr. Verzoni, Elm Street 150
New House, George Green, Abbott Street 4000
New House, Joseph A. Pomerleau, Cool Street 5400
New House, Ronald Fisome, Gold Street 5200
Remodel House, L. L. Ward, High Street 400
New Garage, L. L. Ward, High Street 300
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July
Addition, A. B, Simoneau, College Ave. 500
New Garage, Laura Parker, Oakland Road 175
New House, Hillard MeFarden, Carver Street 2000
New Hen House, A, L. Weeks, Oakland Road 150
Remodel Barn for a house, Joseph Pooler, High Street 2000
New House, Archelas Bernier, Elmwood Ave. 5500
New House, Atlas Holding Co., Pleasant Street 55D0
New Garage, Louis Noel, Bushey Lane 1-00
Remodel Theatre, W. T. Haines Theatre, Main Street 1200
Remodel House, Augusta Guite, Grove Street 482
Remodel Store, Wm. Levine & Sons, Main Street 26000
New Bath Houses, City of Waterville, North Street 2500
Addition, Abraham Pachowsky, High Street 400
New House, Arthur Vigue, Airport Road 1800
Remodel House, Sam Barron, Center Street 600
New House, Harvey Bureau, North Street 38d0
Addition, Henry Rancourt, Water Street 150
• * ,
August
Addition, Alfred Breard, Summer Street 1200
New House, Alec Pelerin, Silver Street 9000
Remodel Lombard, Grace L. Vose, Elm Street 11000
Remodel House, Eugene Letourneau, Edgemont Ave. 1800
Remodel Store Front, Louis L. Levine, Main Street 1200
Remodel House, John Bard, Carver Street 1800
New House, Charles F. Baxter, Main Street 7'000
Remodel Store Front, H. R. Dunham Co., Main Street 450
New Filling Station, Louis Rosenthal, College Ave. 3600
New Garage, Edwin Jackson, Oxford Street 400
September
Remodel House, Sam Barron, Temple Street 500
Remodel House, Omer K. Bradbury, Gilman Street 40-0
New House, Irving Moody, Boutelle Ave. 4200
Remodel Filling Station, Joe Ferris, Front Street 2000
Remodel House, Joe Rowell, Main Street 1500
New House, Ernest Wilson, Boutelle Ave. 6000
Repair Job, Wilfrid Bechard, Sawyer Street 500
Addition, Joseph Begin, Elm Street 400
Remodel House, Anatlette Haley, Green Street 1200
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New Garage, Louis Veilleux, Pleasant Street 350
New Garage, Gideon Boucher, Oxford Street 250
Remodel House, Mrs. F. A. Harriman, Dalton Street 2800
Remodel Store, John Joseph, Front Street 1800
New House, Ovide Pomerleau, Silver Street 15000
Addition, Daniel Lafleur, Kennebec Street 300
New House, John Libby, Gilmore Street 4600
New House, Charles Poulin, Silver Street 9,000
New House, Charles Poulin, Silver Street
New Garage, Cyrile Breton, Elmwood Ave. 325
Addition, Vildebon Boivert, Temple Street 150
October
New Garage, Warren Bolduc, Water Street 250
Addition, Addie Hoxie, Burleigh Street 2000
Demolish Church, Unitarian Church, Main Street 500
New Garage, Raymond Cilley, College Ave. 400
New Garage, Robert Jackson, Sidney Road 400
New Garage, Anadet Hallee, Green Street 300
Remodel House, Harry Pomerleau, Pomerleau Court ‘ 200
November
Addition, Louis Wolman, High Street 800
Addition, Louis Wolman, High Street 200
• • ✓
December
Addition, H. A. Strout, Elm Street 800
Repair, Waterville Building Co., Main Street 3000
New Garage, Francis Bartlett, Main Street 600
Remodel House, Mr. Jordan, Western Ave. 1750
New Garage, Fred Papolos, Silver Street 500
Remodel House, Renaud Guite, Silver Street 1200
New House, Sam Rosenthal, Johnson Heights 4500
New House, John Prescott, Donald Street 4800
Remodel Store, Mrs. Sapen, Main Street 1200
New House, Dr. Toulouse, Gilman Street 1300-0
New House, Juliet Picard, Preston Street 5400
New House, Fred Carrier, Silver Street 5800
New House, Edmond Cyr, Kimble Street 5600
New House, Alfred Malmain, Summer Street 5500
New Filling Station, Louis Breton, Kennebec Street 2600
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January-
New House, Melvin Beck, Johnson Heights 
New House, Carl 0. Beck, Upper Main Street 
Repair, McFain, Main Street 
Repair, James Athanus, Main Street
TOTAL
5200 
6500- 
3 50 
1400
$794,181
Respectfully submitted,
NAPOLEON MAHEU
Inspector of Buildings
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Report of City Engineer
Waterville, Maine, February 7, 1940 
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
This has been a very busy year for your City Engineer.
Post Office Square, including Main Street and College Avenue 
from Appleton Street to Union Street has been resurfaced with 
Warrenite.
The car tracks on Temple Street have been covered with War­
renite.
Water Street from the Lockwood Storehouse southerly about 
750 feet has been resurfaced with Warrenite.
These three jobs were done by Warren Bros, of Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.
On Gilmore Street 250 feet have been graded and graveled and 
an 8" sewer built, and an 8" sewer 300 feet in length on Silver- 
mount, by the regular city crew.
Hayden Brook Sewer has been extended northerly about 500
feet to the North side of Columbia Road.
An 8" sewer was constructed from Columbia Road northerly 
to Hazelwood Avenue, about 300 feet, to abate a nuisance near the 
home o f  A. R. Rogers.
• • V
A 15" sewer has been constructed, draining the bog north of
Grove Street, about 1400 feet.
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A relief sewer to take a part of the load on Abram Brook 
Sewer has been constructed from Redington Street to Gold Street, 
using over 1200 feet of 18" pipe.
These sewers have been built by W. P. A. labor which is now 
engaged in building a sewer to take care of the Nelson Heights 
section along both sides of the Oakland Road. The present pro­
ject contemplates the building of nearly two miles, and the whole 
when completed will require two miles more, so that with the 
present sewer, there will be about 5 miles in this section. This 
has been planned so that it can be built in large or small sections 
and when done will completely drain this community, from the 
Messalonskee Stream to the First Rangeway.
Some 1200 feet of third class road has been built on Water 
Street southerly from Grove Street. A sidewalk was also built 
on the west side for about 1000 feet.
An 8" sewer was rebuilt from Temple Street northerly back 
of the stores west of Main Street.
A good start has been made on building the Second Rangeway. 
About 2 miles are contemplated. This will give the new Colby a 
fine outlet to the Oakland Road.
The city has purchased this year, the notes and plans of the 
late- John H. Burleigh. These are of much value, and are used 
nearly every week.
There is great need of an office having access to a vault, so 
that the plans and notes of the Engineering Department may be 
safely housed.
Temple Street, between Main and Front Streets, is very rough, 
and I recommend that it be rebuilt or resurfaced.
College Avenue from the Elmwood to the lower crossing needs 
reconstruction and I believe the State Highway Department plans 
to do this work this year.
Water Street south of the concrete paving is in need of being 
rebuilt.
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The Bridge on Western Avenue should be rebuilt.
I wish to call your attention to the need of a sidewalk from 
the Memorial Bridge along the Oakland Road to the First Range­
way, and of another from the Sisters Hospital to the Fairfield 
town line. There are many pedestrians who now use the paved
highways and are in constant danger.
** ■ . .
May I again recommend the purchase of a power shovel for the 
•city.
In closing I wish to thank you and all the other officers of the 
city, especially the Street Commissioner, for the kind cooperation 
I have received during this year past.
Respectfully submitted,
HARRY E. GREEN
City Engineer
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Report of Plumbing Inspector
February 11, 1940 
To Arthur R. Daviau, M. D., Health Officer:
I hereby submit my report as Plumbing Inspector for the year 
ending January 1, 1940.
Number of plumbers licen sed ________________________________ 17
Number of permits issued __________________________________  197
Number of calls made to inspect and to test plumbing work
done in Waterville ____________________________________ 504
Number of new catch basins inspected______________________  17
Number of catch basins repaired at advice of plumbing in­
spector _________________________________________________  17
Septic tanks inspected and approved_______________________   3
Two private drains entering Messalonskee stream and three 
private drains entering the Kennebec river inspected and approved.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN FARDY
Plumbing Inspector
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Report of City Electrician
" ’ i ■ ' ' ■ ;
January 31, 1940
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The Fire Alarm System is in good working order and has been 
so throughout the year. A new box, 321, was installed this year. 
A few sprinklers have given trouble this year on account of poor 
wires.
Respectfully submitted,
NORMAN BUTLER
City Electrician
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• -gj •Report of Board of Registration
Waterville, Maine 
February 1, 1940
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Your Board of Registration submits the following report foi 
the year ending February 1, 1940.
The Board has held two open sessions during the year, for 
registration, as follows: Annual City Election in March and the 
Referendum in September.
The Board held its Annual session in July (as required by law) 
to revise and correct the Voting Lists according to the returns of 
the Assessors.
New Chect Lists were printed in August as revised and cor­
rected.
Over six hundred changes were made from ward to ward.
Total Registration January 1, 1940 _______ 7954
Total Enrollment January 1, 1940 _________  5660
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EXPENDITURES
Board __ 
Clerks __ 
Printing 
Summons 
Supplies
Total _
$ 842,00
304.00
224.00 
49.68 
32.70
$1452.38
Respectfully submitted,
Board of Registration
HERBERT B. HOLLAND 
Chairman
DENNIS E. SWEENEY
LESLIE P. LOUD
PEARL G. SMITH, Clerk
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Pine Grove Cemetery
STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
AS OF JANUARY 30. 1940
Assets
Cash $17,811 88
Fixed
Chapel ___________________________ $ 7,088 72
Tomb ___________________________  2,033 42
Waiter Works ___________________ 1,765 00
Fences and G a te s________________  7,298 40
Chart__ ___________________________  45 00 $18,230 64
Stocks
Lockwood Corporation _________  1,000 00
Standard Oil Co. ___________  212 00 $1,212 00
Bonds
Livermore School District 
Danforth Water District
City of M aisonevue____
City of New Y o r k ______
Cook County, 111._______
Liberty _________________
Hydro C h em ica l________
State of T e x a s _________
2,130 97 
2,083 10 
945 83 
1,021 13 
340 32 
1,037 19 
204 06 
1,963 80 $9,726 40
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500 00
704 46 $1,2-04 46
Total assets   $48,185 38
Respectfully submitted,
F. J. ARNOLD 
L. B. BERRY
0. L. HEADER
Equipment
Truck ___
Small Tools
CASH STATEMENT
Receipts
On hand January 31, 1939   $16,624 38
Receipts by T reasurer__________  7,033 35
Receipts by Superintendent  9,135 37 $32,763 10
Payments
By Treasurer ___________________  5,849 89
By Superintendent   9,101 33
Cash on hand Jan. 31st, 1940 ____ 17,811 88 $32,763 10
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Report of Police Department
To the Honorable Mayor and 'City Council:
The Board of Police presents its annual report for the year 
ending January 31, 1940.
During this year it has been necessary to hold many special 
meetings outside of our regular monthly meetings to study and 
place in force many changes which we believe have been of great 
value to the Police Department as well as to the citizens.
One of the outstanding things which the commission has ac­
complished this year has been the adoption of a new set of or­
dinances regulating traffic. Since these regulations have been 
in effect it has eliminated perplexing problems and should be o f 
lasting benefit to the department as well as to the citizens for 
years to come. Much study and investigation was given these 
regulations before they were approved by the commission and 
further study is now being made to improve our traffic conditions.
Investigations on crime this year have cost considerably more 
than anticipated at the beginning of the year. The appropriation 
granted by the Council was $23,500.00 but this was not enough 
to take care o f  the costs of administering in a limited way the 
public demand for service and necessary investigations and work 
of the Police Department. We find that we have overdrawn our 
appropriation $2,135.47. However, we believe the excellent work 
done by the department this year wannants this overdraft.
Considering all that has been accomplished this year, we feel 
that with the undermanned force, we have accomplished a great 
deal.
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In checking with cities in the State of Maine, we find that our 
department is greatly undermanned and not properly equipped, 
and we believe that the citizens o f Waterville are entitled to more 
protection by its police department and will submit to the incom- 
ing Mayor and City Council recommendations which we believe 
will greatly improve our department as well as give better protec­
tion to the citizens.
We wish to thank the Mayor and the City Council for their 
cooperation during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
LEON B. BERRY, Chairman 
E. H. WINSLOW, Clerk 
NAPOLEON BISSON
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ARRESTS FOR YEAR ENDING JANUARY 31, 1940
Adultery _____________________________________________________ 1
Arrested for  Out-of-Town O fficers_________________________  32
Arson ___________________   1
Assault and B a t te r y ________________________________________  13
Assault and Battery on an O fficer___________________________ 2
Attempt to Operate while under the influence of L iq u or   3
Barbering Without a State L icen se_________________________  2
B egging -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 11
Breaking, Entering and L a rce n y ____________________________  6
Broken Probation ___________________________________________  TO
Capias _______________________________________________________  8
Crime Against N a tu re _______________________________________  2
Defrauding In n k eep er_______________________________________  1
Driving from the Scene of Accident Without Making Himself
Known ____________________________________________________ 7
Embezzlement _______________________________________________  1
Evading Fare ________________________________________________  2
Furnishment Liquor to Persons in Confinem ent____________ 1
Having Lottery Tickets in His Possession___________________  1
Idle and Disorderly with No Visible Means of Support 1
Impersonating an O fficer_____________________________________  1
Inadequate B ra k e s ___________________________________________  1
Insane ________________________________________________________ 8
Intoxication _________________________________________________  206
Keeping a Gambling H o u se __________________________________  1
Keeping a Vicious D o g ______________________________________  2
Larceny ______________________________________________________  24
Lascivious B eh a v io r___________________________________   9
Lascivious Cohabitation _____________________________________  1
Maintaining a Nuisance ___________________________________  1
Malicious Mischief ________________________________________.___ 3
Manslaughter ________________________________•______________  1
Neglect o f C h ildren__________________________________________  2
Neglect to Provide for F a m ily _______________________________ 16:
Operating an Automobile while under the influence o f Liquor 13
Operating an Automobile Without Proper R egistration   3
Operating an Automobile Without a L ice n se ________________ 15
Passing Railroad Stop S i g n _________________________________  4
Passing Stop S i g n ___________________________________________  133
Receiving Stolen Goods _____________________________________  1
Reckless Driving _____________________________________________ 2
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Runaways ___________________________________________________  8
Search for Gambling Implements____________________________ 3
Search for Stolen G o o d s____________________________________  5
Selling Adulterated O i l _____________________________________  1
Selling Beer After License had been Suspended____________ 1
Soliciting Funds Without a P e rm it_________________________  1
Taking Automobile Without Owner’s Perm ission__________  1
Taking Indecent Liberties __________________________________  2
Threatening to Commit an O ffen se_________________________  1
Transfer of Number P la tes__________________________________  1
Trespassing __________________________________________________  12
Unlawful Connection with G am bling________________________  2
Uttering Worthless C h eck ___________________________________  3
Violation of City O rdinance_________________________________ 90
Violation of Btreet Regulation _____________________________  4
Wilfully Injuring a B u ild in g_______________________________  2
Wilfully Injuring a T r e e ____________________________________  1
Total Number of A rr e s ts ________________________  690
DISPOSAL OF CASES
Appealed _______________________   4
Bound Over _________________________________________________ 7
Cases Continued ____________________________________________ 46
Case P e n d in g   ____________________________________________ 2
Committed to County J a i l ___________________________________  66
Discharged __________________________________________________  14
Insane Hospital _____________________________________________  8
Nol Prossed _________________________________________________ 6
Ordered Out of T o w n _______________________________________ 76
Paid Costs __________________________________________________  260
Paid Fine and C o s t s ________________________________________  35
Placed on F i l e _____________________________________________  65
Placed on Probation ______________________________________  51
Prisoners Turned Over to Out-of-Town Officers____________ 30
Search and Nothing Found _________________________________  4
Search and S e izu re________________________________________  4
Reformatory at Skowhegan ________________________________ 6
State School for B o y s ______________________________________  1
State School for G ir ls _______________________________________ 1
Turned Over to P a ren ts___________________________________  4
Total Number of Disposals 690
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Accidental deaths (Automobile) ____________________________ 1
Accidental deaths (Other Causes) __________________________  1
Accidental deaths (Drowning) _____________________________  1
Annoying Women on S tree ts_______________________________  12
Assistance Given Sheriff's Dept. (Number of T im e s )   43
Assistance Given State Police (Number of T im e s )_________  13
Automobile Accidents (Investigated) ______________   422
Automobiles Found A ba n d on ed _____________________________  8
Bad Places in Sidewalks (R e p o r te d )________________________  21
Bad Places in Streets (Reported) ___________________________ 28
Bicycles Reported Stolen ___________________________________  22
Bicycles Recovered ________________________________________  21
Breaks _______________________________________________________  38
Breaks (Attempted) _______________________________________ _ 7
Breaks in Water Main (R e p o r te d )___________________________ 2
Broken Tree Limbs Reported Lying in S treets_____________  8
Catch-Basins Reported P lu g g e d _____________________________  3
Complaints Received About Boys Playing Ball in Streets or
Parks _____________________________________________________  23
Complaints Received About Dogs (Turned Over to Dog-
Officer) _________________________________________________  84
Complaints Received About Prowlers Around H o u se s   29
Complaints Received About Persons Stealing Gas from Cars 4
Complaints Received About Window P e e p e rs  ,____  9
Dead Cats Found in Streets (Disposed of by P o l i c e ) _______ 37
Dead Persons Carried in Patrol-W agon______________________  1
Dead Persons Found by P o l i c e _____________________________  3
Doctors Called for Sick P e rso n s____________________________  22
Doors to Business Found Unlocked (Owners N o t i f ie d )   185
Disturbances in Public Places (Police Called) ____________ 252
Disturbances on Street (Police Called) _____________________ 530
Family Disturbances (No Arrests) __________________________ 91
Fire Alarm Boxes (Pulled by Police) _______________________  1
Fires Discovered by P o l i c e __________________________________  8
Fires Put Out by P o l i c e _____________________________________  5
Fires Telephoned by P o l i c e __________________________________  3
Gas Pumps Found Unlocked ________________________________  6
Injured Persons Cared for by P o l i c e _______________________  31
Lodgers Put Up for the N ig h t________________________________ 1307
Losh Children Found by Police and Returned to P a ren ts   19
Lost Pocketbooks Found by P o l i c e __________________________ 9
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Missing Persons Located by P o l i c e --------------------------------------  15
Obstructions in Street Removed by P o l ic e __________________  27
Persons Found Sick in Street (Cared for by P o l i c e ) _______ 10
Persons Taken to Hospital in Patrol W a g o n _________________ 3-0
Persons Taken Out of Public Places by P o l ic e _____________  201
Persons struck by autom obiles______________________________  5-0
Robbery (A tte m p te d )  ,___________________________________ 1
Runaway children located by p o l ic e  --------------------------------  9
Safes found open or unlocked by p o l i c e ____________________  2
Sidewalks blocked by automobiles (Removed by p o l i c e )    100
Skunks killed by p o l i c e _____________________________________  2
Stolen automobiles (R e p o rte d )______________________________  19
Stolen automobiles recovered by p o l ic e _____________________  IB
Stolen goods recovered by police other than automobiles.
App. Values ____________________________________________ $1500
Suicides _____________________________________________________  4
Suicides (Attempted) _______________________________________ 2
Suspicious persons questioned by police (No a rres ts )_______ 250
Street lights reported o u t __________________________________  102
Vandalism ___________________________________________________  5
Warnings given for violations of City Ordinances (No Ar­
rests) ___________________________________________________  500
Windows found open or unlocked (Owners n o t i f ie d )_______ 47
Wires down across Street (Reported) _____________________  12
Goods found on street after hours (App. Value) _________ $1500
Lost property returned to owners (App. V a lu e ) _____________ $700
Stolen automobiles returned to owners (App. V a lu e )_______ $8000
Number of trips made by patrol w a g o n ___________________  2960
Amount of money collected by Municipal Court (Arrests by
Police) ____________________________________________ $2789.78
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Report of City Park Commission
February 19, 1940
To the Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Government
The Park Commission submits its annual report for the fiscal 
year ending January 31, 1940.
Appropriations _______________  $2,000 00
EXPENDITURES
Payrolls   801 50
Supplies   39 48
Miscellaneous _________________  262 34
Water ________________________  84 85
Swimming Pool & Skating Rink 1,087 68
$2,275 85
RECEIPTS
For use of pasture____________  $ 10 00
Sale of flowers at end of season 5 00
$ 15 00
NET C O S T ___________________  $2,260 85
« 
♦
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Considerable work should be done on our trees this year and 
unless some is done we may have to remove many trees in a few 
years.
New equipment is needed at the Playgrounds as no new equip­
ment has been purchased for several years and some is beyond 
repair.
A new and modern Bath House has been erected at the Swim­
ming Pool at a cost of $2,569.41. Part o f the expense being 
sponsored by the Kiwanis Club and the balance by the City.
We were able to enlarge the Skating Rink at Whipple Bowl 
this year and this being an open winter many children enjoyed 
the skating that was offered them. More work should be done 
this year.
In closing we wish to thank the Kiwanis Club and the Woman’s 
Club for the financial assistance they gave us, the Kiwanis in 
helping towards our new Bath House and the Woman’s Club for 
helping to have the equipment repaired and painted, also in pur­
chasing volley balls, nets and tables and many other useful articles.
Respectfully submitted,
C. B. VIGUE, Chairman 
LEWIS G. WHIPPLE 
ELMO B. STEVENS 
MEROE MORSE
MARION A. GILMORE
WATERVILLE, MAINE
Report of Board of Finance
February, 1940
In presenting this report we wish to comment upon the trend 
of operating costs of the city, and the reduction of the municipal 
debt.
At the close of the fiscal yeai~, January 31, 1935, the city was 
confronted by a debt of $954,669.20, in the form of overdue notes, 
state and county taxes and outstanding bonds.
Negotiations were entered into with The First National Bank 
of Boston, and a loan of $500,000.00 was made in February, 1935. 
1935.
Comparing the expenditures of that year with the current year, 
we find that the outstanding gain has been in the reduction in the 
interest burden of the city by $18,197.65, viz:
Interest cost to city 1935   $45,794 16
Interest cost to city current y e a r   27,596 51
Reduction _____________________________  $18,1*97 65
On the other hand there have been increased costs to the city 
in the following departments:
Police and Traffic R egu la tion_________  $6,775 12
Street Lighting ________________________  3,985 64
School D epartm ent_____________________ 9,354 05
State T a x _______________________________ 8,313 43
There has been some reduction in cost of the Poor and Welfare 
department. But, though employment is at a fair average in the 
city, and old age pensions and other burdens are taking many off 
relief, the expenditures remain in he $100,000.00 bracket and is 
second only to the School Department in cost to the City.
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In the period there has been added to the Amortization Fund, 
$14,000. That reserve now aggregates $47,000.00, which, under 
some circumstances, might be increased by direct appropriation.
In this period there has also been expended for permanent im­
provements and construction of school buildings, streets, bridges, 
and sewers in excess of $100,000.00.
The outstanding interest bearing indebtedness at close of fiscal
year is:
Bonds _______________________________  $647,000 00
N o te s ________________________________  45,’000 00
i ■— — — •
Total   $692,000 00
This total indicates a decrease of $262,669.20 from the $954,-
669.20 high of January 31, 1935.
CURRENT YEAR
The interest bearing obligations have been decreased only by 
$14,500 in the current year. This is due to the appropriation and 
expenditure of $44,000.00 for erection o f  High School Auditorium, 
and same increased costs over the preceding year in department 
-expenditures which were not foreseen in preparing budget.
In conclusion we will state that there will fall due in the en­
suing year:
Sewer and Sidewalk 5% s Bonds of 1920 $20,000.00
Serial bonds m aturing__________ 23,500 00
Notes _________________________________ 45,00f0 00
If by careful management and cooperation by' the incoming
City Council and officers, the serial bonds and temporary notes
are liquidated in the ensuing year, the City of Waterville will be 
well within its legal debt limitation, and in a sound financial con­
dition. We should see to it that the citizens of Waterville receive 
full value for every tax dollar.
WILLARD B. ARNOLD 
LEON O. TEBBETTS 
LEWIS G. WHIPPLE
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Auditor’s Report
February 19, 1940
*
To The Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Waterville, Maine
Gentlemen:
In accordance with the provisions of the City Ordinance, I am 
submitting herewith my report as City Auditor for the year ended 
January 31, 1940.
The attached report contains the following schedules:
Comparative Balance Sheet 
Report of Treasurer
Report of 1939 Valuation and Commitment
t
Comparison of Cost of Government 1938 —  1939 
Receipts to Estimated Revenue Account 
Report o f  Contingent Expenditures 
Statement of Funded Debt
Table Showing Valuation— Tax Commitment— State and 
County Taxes and Tax Rates for  24 years
Report of Pine Grove Cemetery— Committee and Superin­
tendent
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Report of Treasurer of Amortization Fund 
Report of Haines Charity Trust Fund 
Mildred Pray Ware Trust Fund 
Detailed Classification of Expenditures
I have examined the books and the accounts of the City Treas­
urer, Pine Grove Cemetery, Amortization Fund, Haines Charity 
Trust Fund, Waterville Public Library, and Mildred Pray Ware 
Trust Fund and found them to be correct.
Respectfully submitted,
ERNEST J. RODERICK
City Auditor
<■ -
CITY OF WATERVILLE 
COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET
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January 31, 1940
ASSETS: February 1, 1939 February 1, 1940
Cash $ 7,749 02 $ 8,574 67
Tax Titles 69,044 10 78,812 58
1939 Taxes 46,599 43
1938 Taxes 60,730 03 13,600 96
1937 Taxes 10,385 37 9,939 31
1936 Taxes 16,143 71 16,049 07
1935 Taxes 9,118 26 9,037 37
1934 Taxes 11,093 85 10,966 66
1933 Taxes 12,786 15 12,332 53
1932 Taxes 10,740 81 10,707 31
1931 Taxes 6,325 13 6,181 63
1930 Taxes 4,687 31 4,679 31
1929 Taxes 7,019 81 6,980 86
1928 Taxes 3,907 79 3,907 79
1927 Taxes 3,154 84 3,154 84
1926 and Prior Taxes 24,613 30 24,613 30
Boothby Memorial Fund 28 82 28 82
Municipal Property 1,455,564 40 1,455,564 40
$1,713,092 70 $1,721,730 84
LIABILITIES:
Notes Payable $ 75,000 00 $ 45,000 00
Bonds Payable 631,500 00 647,000 00
Reserve for Doubtful Taxes 16,197 93 14,834 24
1940 Taxes— Paid in Advance 24 00
SURPLUS 990,394 77 1,014,872 60
$1,713,092 70 $1,721,730 84
(
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CITY OF WATERVILLE 
COMPARISON OF COST OF GOVERNMENT
1938 —  1939
s
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 1938 1939
Administration $ 4,111 42 $ 4,917 62
Finance & Accounts 1-0,325 64 9,549 43
Assessing 3,551 68 3,573 51
City Hall 8,382 75 9,106 58
Elections— Registrations 3,861 99 2,911 82
Municipal Court 2,930 55 3,412 63
Other Salaries 1,808 90 1,782 78
PROTECTIONS OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY
Police Department 25,085 71 25,635 47
Regulation of Traffic 1,968 33 2,745 94
Fire Department 24,129 88 23,996 33
Armory and Militia 818 17 793 61
Hydrants 4,790 00 4,790 00
Fire Alarm Maintenance 584 94 627 92
Foam Generator 400 00 JL
HEALTH & SANITATION
Health Department 4,511 54 4,799 27
Sewers 4,738 30 2,944 53
HIGHWAYS & BRIDGES
Street Department 23,069 01 18,662 98
Sidewalks 7,209 68 1,012 44
Surface Treatment 11,429 73 12,00-5 02
State Aid Highway 7,180 52 11,044 52
Patrol & Maintenance 844 23 109 88
Snow & Ice Removal 13,573 74 16,045 50
Country Roads & Bridges 2,570 93 816 61
Street Lights 15,489 86 16,542 61
Third Class Construction 2,312 26 1,684 44
CHARITIES
Support of Poor 79,091 00 72,736 94
Aid & Care 11,045 72 25,358 73
Old Age Assistance 10,124 80
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EDUCATION
School Department 160,342 27 159,461 40
High School Project 46,200 00
LIBRARIES & RECREATION
Public Library 6,500 00 6,850 00
Historical Society 500 00 500 00
Parks & Playgrounds 1,886 79 2,275 85
Waterville Boys Club 1,800 00 1,800 00
Fiftieth Anniversary 442 84
L 1 . ,
UNCLASSIFIED
Abatements 2,320 15 3,734 14
Miscellaneous 2,572 90 3,092 56
Insurance 5,770 24 5,392 69
INTEREST
General Interest 32,195 74 27,596 51
TAXES
State Tax 92,870 02 97,132 52
County Tax 14,083 14 14,729 76
PUBLIC DEBT AMORTIZATION 1,391 05 788 56
DOG LICENSES 816 00 794 00
CONTINGENT 24,426 41 31,207 77
SUB TOTAL 623,734 03 689,287 67
REDUCTION OF DEBT
Bonds 54,500 00 139,500 00
Notes 75,000 00 30,000 00
Tax Anticipation Loans 433,000 00 460,000 00
$1,186,234 03 $1,318,787 67
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CITY OF WATERVILLE 
ESTIMATED REVENUE 
January 31, 1940
Twelve
Months
Excise Tax _________________________________________  $ 25,682 54
Profit on B o n d s ____________________________________  540 85
Interest on Taxes and Tax T it le s ---------------------------  2,394 81
Education   23,271 15
City Hall   8,501 12
Bank Stock Tax   2,701 69
Railroad and Telegraph T a x _______________________ 3,372 49
Dog Licenses _______________________________________ 708 60
Armory   450 00
Library _____________________________________________  200 00
Poor Department___________________________________  7,688 82
Police ______________________________________________  2,060- 39
Sewers   215 0-0
Health Department _________________________________ 3,525 20
Kiwanis C lu b _______________________________________ 1,000' 00
Airport   264 00
City Clerk (Licenses)   341 25
Highways   7,772 90
Snow and I c e   226 56
Fire Department ___________________________________  55 52
Parks _______________________________________________  15 00
Sidewalks   311 07
Streets   2,103> 45
Old Age A ssistance  13,858 94
Miscellaneous Account _____________________________  1,177 50
Fire Insurance _____________________________________  2,299 70
Patrol & M aintenance______________________________  254 82
Finance & Accounts _______________________________  120' 12
Interest Refunded __________________________________  845 86
$111,959 35
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CITY OF WATERVILLE
CONTINGENT FUND
January 31, 1940
W. P. A. Sewing P r o je c t   $5,673 40
W. P. A. Hayden Brook P r o je c t   6,676 30
Abram Brook Sewer P r o je c t_________  2,268 43
Grove Street P r o je c t   1,753 39
Nelson Heights P r o je c t ______________  1,143 80
Second Rangeway P r o je c t   395 49
Airport   297 40
Kennebec Water D is tr ic t____________  4,357 39
New Bathhouse and Chlorinator  2,809 41
Sidewalk Plow  ____________________  1,485 00
Truck (Street Department) _________  1,500 00
Guide Post L o ca t io n s______________  250 00
Kennebec Fish & Game Association _ 200 00
American Legion, Armistice D a y   150 00
Miscellaneous   1,339 24
City Barn (Re-building) _____________  824 18
Bandstand ____________________________  24 41
N. Y. A. Sewing P r o je c t _____________  59 93
$31,207 77
♦
t
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CITY OF WATERVILLE
, * J  4 * - #
MILDRED PRAY WARE TRUST FUND
January 31, 1940
I
Total F u n d _____________________________________________  $5,000 00
On deposit with Kennebec Federal Savings & Loan Association—
Certificate S-8.
Dividends on January 6, 1940 accumulated to the amount of 
$350.00 from this fund, now deposited to the credit of the City 
of Waterville in the Federal Trust Company. There has been 
withdrawals in the amount of $175.00 from this account for the 
purpose of purchasing fuel.
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CITY OF WATERVILLE 
INVENTORY OF MUNICIPALLY OWNED PROPERTY
January 31, 1940
Court Room ______________________________________ $ 306 50
P o l i c e ___
Fire _____
School __
M a y o r___
City Clerk 
Treasurer
6,744 00 
66,507 40 
677,200 00 
276 00 
315 00 
453 '00
Sealer of Weights & Measures   1,116 00
185 75 
12,742 00
Assessors __________________________________________
Street _____________________________________________
W. P. A. Sewing P r o je c t   164 95
Health Departm ent________________________________ 276 00
City E n g in eer   165 00'
Cemetery   29,230 64
City Electrician   13,760 00-
Poor Department:
City Home ________________________________ 9,670 31
City Wood Y a r d   8,182 37
Office ______________________________________  672 '06
Opera H o u s e ______________________________________  95,077 44
Land   20,000 00’
Armory ___________________________________________  11,929 80
L a n d _______________________________________  10,000 00
Parks 65,000 00
$1,029,974 22:
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CITY OF WATERVILLE
REPORT OF TREASURER
Cash on Hand— February 1, 1939
RECEIPTS
1939 Taxes 
Back Taxes 
Tax Titles
1940 Taxes
$549,548 60 
10,707 22 
28,640 01 
24 00
$588,919 83
Sale of Bonds 
Anticipated Loans 
Estimated Revenue 
Abatements (1939) 
Abatements 
(Back Taxes)
155,0-00 00 
460,000 00 
111,959 35 
2,370 45
1,363 69
$730,693 49
TOTAL AVAILABLE
Total Warrants drawn
Cash Balance— January 1, 1940
$7,749 02
$1,319,613 32 
$1,327,362 34 
1,318,787 67 
$ 8,574 67
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CITY OF WATERVILLE
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REPORT OF 1939 VALUATION AND COMMITMENT
January 31, 1940
VALUATION
Real Estate 
Personal Estate
COMMITMENT
Valuation $12,961,695 x 45 
Polls 4868 @  3.00 per poll
V '
TAX COMMITMENT
Supplemental Taxes 
Total charged to Collector
$11,200,730- 00 
1,760,965 00
$12,961,695 00
$ 583,276 28
14,604 00
597,880 28 
638 20 
$598,518 48
CREDITS TO COLLECTOR
Cash to Treasurer $549,548 60
Abatements 2,370 45
Uncollected Taxes 46,599 43
TOTAL CREDITS TO COLLECTOR $598,518 48
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
SALARIES
00 
00 
49 
20 
25 
30
$137,162 24
53
86
23
57
77
87
03
96
05
29
$ 22,299 16
$159,461 40
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Salary of Chief and Officers $ 6,406 76
Wages 16,205 09
Care of Prisoners 208 95
Supplies 220 70
Auto Expense 554 65
Office Expense 378 39
Police Signal System 958 75
Miscellaneaus 77 28
Expense of investigation Lessard Case 436 11
Insurance 185 79
Salary of Police Commission 3.00
Salary of Superintendent and Clerk $ 5,144
Salary of High School Teachers 31,300
Salary of Common School Teachers 81,241
Janitors 7,688
Conveyors 4,871
Special Teachers 6,917
✓
SUPPLIES
Repairs to Equipment 207
Fuel 6,422
Text Books 2,838
Repairs to Buildings 5,582
Insurance 211
New Equipment 1,181
Miscellaneous 1,981
Library 173
Lights 1,853
Supplies 1,846
$ 25,635 47
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FIRE DEPARTMENT 
SALARIES —  ALARM —  HOUSES
Salaries of Chief and Assistants $ 862 00
Salaries of Drivers 10,654 81
Salaries of Call Men 6,411 00
Fuel * 692 82
Lights 459 90
Telephone 194 33
Water 33 38
Repairs to houses 400 87
House Supplies 699 54
$ 20,408 65
SUPPLIES AND MAINTENANCE
Fire Hose 
Fire Appliances 
Fire Supplies 
Laundry 
Ice
Coats —  Hats & Boots 
Truck Maintenance 
Miscellaneous 
Insurance
3,587 68
871 83 
333 04 
440 86 
57 30 
70 00 
173 40 
1,107 87 
377 30 
156 08
$ 23,996 33
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Sealer of Weights and Measures
s  •
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen:
Following is a report of the work performed by the Department 
of Weights and Measures for the fiscal year ending Jan. 31, 1940.
No. of scales tested 1065 Condemned - 18
No. of weights tested 1694 it 75
No. of yardsticks tested 170 u 4
No. or measuregraphs tested__ 22 a 2
No. o f oil drums tested 169 a 5
No. of dry measures tested___ 122 a 9
No. of liquid measures tested _ 416 a 19
No. gasoline pumps t e s t e d __ 286 a 11
No. molasses pumps te s te d ___ 19 cc 2
No. oil pumps tested ________ 104 i t 5
No. vehicle tanks tested 42 a 1
No. wood trucks su rveyed___ 193 a 3
No. packages inspected 2016 Short Weight 27
No. cords of wood surveyed 1672 Found Short 11
No. times potatoes reweighed 19 Found Short 2
No. breads inspected 279 Found Short 1
Gasoline meters in spected___ 116 Condemned 9
Coal baskets inspected 91 Condemned 3
No. water meters t e s t e d ____ 13 Condemned 0
During the past fiscal year 316 complaints have been received 
by this department. All these complaints have been investigated 
and mistakes or errors rectified.
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Our citizens may rest assured that this department is not only 
willing, but that it is rather anxious to receive any complaints 
concerning any short weights and measures received by buyers in 
their transactions within the City of Waterville.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM A. JONES
Sealer of Weights and Measures
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City Solicitor’s Report
February 9, 1940 
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
I submit herewith my report as City Solicitor for the year 
ending January 1, 1940.
The outstanding item for this department during the past year 
was the trial of the case of the City of Waterville vs. Kennebec 
Water District. This matter had been pending for some time when 
I assumed office. James L. Boyle, Esq., of this City, and the firm 
of Pattangall, Goodspeed and Williamson, of Augusta, had been 
retained by the City. Trial was had before a single Justice on 
July 11 and 12, 1939. By agreement of council, the matter went 
up on report to the full bench. Hearing was had before the Su­
preme Court on December 5, 1939. The findings o f that Court 
have not yet been handed down. This case is of vital importance 
to the City.
Another important item was the consolidation and revision o f  
Ordinances pertaining to Traffic Regulation. It was the intent 
of this department to give the Board of Police and the Police De­
partment a workable set of rules whereby their traffic problems 
could be handled in an orderly and equitable manner. The sin­
cere constructive criticisms were appreciated and the sugges­
tions adopted by amendment wherever practicable.
Throughout the year this department has been used by the 
heads of the various departments on all matters in which any legal 
question was involved.
There was much detailed legal matter in connection with the 
completion of the new Senior Pligh School Auditorium. There was
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also the routine of drawing up all deeds, leases, Contracts and 
other necessary legal documents for all transactions in which the 
City was a party.
Many claims of various natures were presented against the 
City. In this connection I wish to commend the Claims Committee 
for its conscientious work in the allowance or disallowance o f  the 
several claims.
✓
There is one suit now pending against the City. This case 
arose out of the unfortunate incident at the swimming pool in 
which one of our fine young citizens lost her life.
Because of the increasing demands upon the City Solicitor I 
recommend to the Honorable Mayor and City Council that the law 
library be brought up to date. At present this library consists 
o f  a 1928 edition of a nationally recognized and accepted work on 
the Law of Municipal Corporations and which was thoughtfully 
presented to the City in 193-0, in memory of one of Waterville’s 
late prominent attorneys.
»' ' V
Respectfully submitted,
EDMUND M. SWEENEY
City Solicitor
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Report of Assessors
February 1, 1940
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The following is our report for the fiscal year:
On August 15, 1939, we committed to Edward H. Belliveau, 
Collector of Taxes, for collection, lists of Taxes on polls, real es­
tate and personal estate, subject to assessment for the year be­
ginning April 1st, 1939, as follows, to wit:
On Polls, 4868 @  $3.00 per P o l l _________________ $ 14,604.00
On Real Estate $11,200,730.Of) @  45 m i l ls   504,032.85
On Personal Estate, $1,760,965.00 @  45 m il ls   79,243.42%
Fiom time to time we submitte-d to Edward Belliveau, Collector 
of Taxes, for collection, a supplemental list of taxes of polls and 
estates subject to assessment, amounting to $171.'Off.
For State T a x ____________________________________  $ 97,132.52
For County T a x  ______________________________  14,729.75
For City Tax ___________________________________  486,018.00%
The Board of Assessors wish to take this opportunity to thank 
those who complied with the Assessors’ notices by filing their re­
turns as of April 1st, 1939. This is of the greatest importance 
to everyone owning property in the City of Waterville.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The time has come when the citizens of Waterville, through 
their City Government must wake up to the fact that the assessing 
department is of some importance in our civic life and needs a 
lot of help to function properly for the interest of the Tax Payers.
WHAT IS MOST NEEDED
1. Larger quarters of at least two rooms.
2. Office to be open the full year around.
3. A much larger appropriation to complete our street maps file 
card system with pictures and data of all property within the 
city limits.
4. Main and nearby streets, in the center of our city should be re­
valued to meet present conditions.
5. While members of this Board are subject to call at any time, 
we feel that at least one member should be on duty all of the 
time and paid for services rendered.
The work of this department has increased at least 200% in 
the last twenty years and we earnestly hope that some considera­
tion be given for the year 1940.
Respectfully submitted,
FRED W. MERRILL, Chairman 
SELDON E. WHITCOMB 
ULYSSES E. POULIN
Board of Assessors 
City of Waterville
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Public Debt Amortization
Waterville, Maine, February 1, 1940
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
✓
In accordance with the statutory provisions the Public Debt 
Amortization Commission submits its thirteenth report.
We have received during the past year as coupon interest on 
bonds $963.75; as interest from city funds $788.56; and as interest 
on temporary savings deposit the sum of $43.17.
During the past year we have received $5,000.00 for five City 
of Waterville bonds which matured. We have also during the 
year purchased $10,000.00 maturity value of United States of 
America Savings Bonds, making our total bond holdings $48,000.00.
We also have on hand in the savings department of the First 
National Bank of Waterville temporarily awaiting investment 
$2,497.35; and also have a deposit of $53.77 in the Peoples-Ticonic 
National Bank now in process of liquidation.
The only expenses have been premiums on the bonds of the 
Commissioners amounting to $37.50 and safe deposit box rental 
$2.20.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE G. AVERILL 
CARROLL N. PERKINS
WALTER W. BERRY
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Gifts to City
ABIJAH SMITH— The plot of land in front of City Hall known as 
The Common.
✓
SAMUEL APPLETON— Eight acres of land as an addition to Pine 
Grove Cemetery.
WILLARD B. ARNOLD— The sum of $5,0-00 for the use of the 
Cemetery Committee.
ANDREW CARNEGIE— The sum of $20,000 to be used in the 
construction of the Carnegie Free Public Library.
FREDERIC E. BOOTHBY— The sum of $500, the proceeds to be 
used in the erection of a Memorial Fountain in Lockwood Park.
WILLIAM T. HAINES— The sum of $100,000, provided under the 
provisions of his will, the interest on this sum to be used for the 
purpose of charity.
MR. and MRS. GEORGE G. AVERILL— The sum of $10,000 to 
be used in the purchase of 10 acres of land on the County Road 
for recreational purposes. The plot has been named “ Averill 
Park.”
WALTER S. WYMAN— The sum of $2,000 to be used in the pur­
chase of 12 acres o f  land off Cool Street. The plot will be 
named “ Wyman Park.”
WALTER E. REID— The Holway Chemical Number 2, as new 
equipment for the Fire Department, estimated cost $8,000. 
Also gift of $1,000, in the form of a pledge, as contribution 
toward the purchase of a 750 gallon Mack Pumper. Also $1,000 
in cash during 1928.
EMMA F. PRAY— The sum of $5,000, provided under the pro­
visions of her will, the interest on this sum to be used for  wood 
for the deserving poor.
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